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Musal dance waves

AStHnSltUtfM
Whether looking for local weekend events
or finding out the 411 on a class,
Stiggy.net is the site to surf.

A dance troupe from rural Kenya brings a
piece of African culture to Wilson Hall with
singing, dancing and chanting.
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Warner announces
state budget cuts
BY BECKY PORTER

staff writer

JMU's budget will be cut
more than 10 percent for the rest
of the school van
Tuesday evening, Gov.
Mark R. Warner announced
his budget reduction plan for
all Virginia state agencies. As
part of the plan to compensate
for a S2 billion Mali budget
shortfall. JMU's operating
budget for the remaining
20O2-'O3 academic year will be
reduced by 10.4 percent, or
approximately $5.5 million.
JMU had been bracing itself
for a possible cut of 7, 11 or 15
percent, pending Tuesday's
announcement. "This unquestionably represents a painful
reduction, but it is not of the
devastating magnitude that a 15
percent cut would have been."
JMU President l.inwood Rose
said in an Oct. 15 statement.
According to Rose, the
administration will recommend
a $150 to $300 tuition increase

Student
receives
OT award

for next semester at a special
meeting of the Executive
Committee of the JMU Board of
Visitors to take place within the
next several weeks. Rose said
that in order to avoid faculty
layoffs, a tuition increase is
JMU's only option to compensate for the budget restrictions.

-66
... the suggestion from
the administration... is
still a midyear
tuition increase.
-Lynda} Walter-Thomas
SGA VP of Sludeni Affairs

95
"Without the university raising additional revenue, there is
no way that a 10.4 percent budget cut can be implemented with-

out position reductions," Rose
said. "Achieving that reduction
without any new revenue would
force the university to cut deeply
into our academic pmgrams.
Such a cut would necessitate
the elimination of over 30 fulltime staff, over 70 part-time staff
and part-time faculty who teach
275 sections of classes — which
translates to the loss of 7,000
classroom slots for students,
Rose said. "Such a reduction
could easily extend the time
required for a student to complete his or her degree requirements by a full semester/'
Lyndsey Walther-Thomas,
Student
Government
Association vice president of
Student Affairs, said, "I am very
pleased that the cut for JMU is
smaller than originally anticipated. However, the suggestion
from the administration to the
Board of Visitors is still a
midyear tuition increase.
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Wham are you headed for Spring Break?

SGA polls students
Student government seeks student
opinion on possible tuition increase
BY JENNIFER O'BRIEN

SGA reporter
The Student Government
Association is planning to poll
the student body Monday
before considering legislation
cm student opinion regarding
possible tuition increases,

contributing writer
For the third year in a
row, a JMU student in the
recipient of the Virginia
Occupational
Therapy
Association's Baccalaureate
Student Scholarship Award.
The winner of this year's
•ward, senior Amanda Packard,
attended a VOTA conference
dinner last week to receive the
11,000 scholarship award.
According to Packard, the
money she received will be used
to pay tuition at JMU while she
is participating in fieldwork.
This fieldwork will be served at
two locations: Way Station in
Frederick, Md., a communitybased mental health facility, and
the Health South Rehabilitation
Hospital in Sarasota, Fla.

We are trying to
gauge student opinion
about the current
budge
%et crisis ...
— Kevin Winters
comnmee chairman.
Academic Affairs

95

FiHhmn Gratchen Durant. Megan Smith and Danny Pham (I to r) sign up for inter
national / Long Dletance Alternative Spring Break tripe at ASB's Informational
meeting. The meeting took place Tuesday at 8 p.m. In Taylor 40S. Domestic
Alternative Spring Break sign upe wW be held at a later data.

approximately 10 questions on
a scantron card.
"The SGA will then go
from there, based on the I
endum," said senior Brandon
Durflinger, senator trom the
College of Arts & I.eltetv I
want to strongls. urge 'ftudenls to voice their opinion on
the referendum."
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... we work with the
clients in a very
holistic manner...
— Maggie Maloney

The Dukes will look to rebound from thrir
three-game losing streak this weekend
against the University of Richmond.

Budget reduction plan summary

BY KAREN KELLY

-66
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Breaking the Spiders web

In light of Gov. Mark R.
Warner's 10.4 percent budget
cut to JMU, the SGA is uUng
students what they would like
to sec happen. Next Monday
there will be polling booths set
up from 10 am until 6 p.m. at
1SAT, Zane Showker and on the
commons, asking students

According to Ke\ in Winters,
Academic Affairs committee
chairman, "We aiv trying to
gauge student opinion SDOUl
the current budget crisis and the
tuition situation. We are currently working with (the)
administration to deride exactly
what the questi.ins will be."
The plan for polling comes
after Durflinger suggested
the issue was too important
to make assumptions about
what the student body would
like to see happen "I suggested the referendum as a way
to really gauge student opinion," Durflinger said. "V\c it
going to give students a
series <»t options "
Durflinger announced his
idea
at last Thursday's
Academi, rVftairs committee
see SGA, page 5

profevsor, health science

99
Packard said she believes
she earned the award with
hard work, as well as help
from professors. "We have a
very supportive and motivated faculty," she said "They are
not only our professors, but
also our mentors
Health sciences professor
Jeffrey Loveland said, "We rva]
ry are a student-centered program; when our students perform significant service in the
classrooms and clinics, we recommend them." Uweland said
he recommended Packard for
her scholarship award.
The professors also try to
encourage the students to help
the clients in any way that they
can health science professor
Maggie Maloney said, "We really try to impress upon our students that we work with the
clients in a verv holistic manner
»o help them with any aspect of
their lives in which they are
experiencing difficulties."
The occupational therapy
program at JMU is not unlike
that of other schools, with its
■wo levels of training except for
see STVDENT. page 5

Guest lecturer discusses geometry, memory
Visiting Rutgers professor asserts link between asymmetry, memory storage
*
contributing writer
JMU hosted guest lecturer
Michael Leyton, who spoke on
The Structure of Paintings
Monday in the ISAT building
Intnxluced by art and art
history Department Head Cole
Welter as a "brilliant autlu >r an.i
pretty nice guy," leyton is a
psychology and math professor
at Rutgers University and an
artist and musician in his spare
time. Besides being an award
winning scientist, Leyton also
has published three extensive
books that have changed the
field of geometry, as well as a
certain amount of perceptual
psychology, Welter said
In his lecture, Leyton discussed his new basis of geometry and his theories on shapes as
storage tor memory. He said the
best way to explain his theory is
to think of the human face. If «n
asymmetry exists, such as a scar,
it is the same thing as a story or
AMY PATKRSON/i UHlgMlll l*,*vmpHrr memory. However, if the scar
heals, symmetry returns and
Leyton presents "The Structure of
there la no longer a memory
by the art and art history department.
BY NATHAN CHIAMI I I

storage. After publishing his theories, many axripanies including Boeing wanted him to use
his new "language" and ideas in
their businesses, Leyton said

-6 6... the rewards for
hard work will always
be tremendous.
- Michael Leyton
professor. Rutgers UIUMTMU
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Leyton's language of shape
also has been adapted by a variety of fields, including meteorology, fdrensics, radiology and
ancient symbolic languages
Leyton said he has spent his
entire life studying every topic
to completion. He said. "I took
four years off to study this last
time, and 1 am 50 years old
now. It is all worth it, however,
when you sit down and are able
to talk to the world's greatest
scientists as your equaljsj."

Many students were on
hand for tlie lecture and found
I evton's thenm-. im lining. Senior Ben Thomas said he
heard about lesion- M-II
through his math class and said,
"It was interesting to see a basic
concept applied to so many
seemingly unrelated Balds "
1-reshman lauren (. urtis
added, "The lecture will no
doubt help me down the mad
in my GART class," as Leyton
also spoke of memory stores in
various paintings
"I absolutely recommend
learning all you can to anyone," Levton said. "You cannot
truly make a single point until
you know everything about a
given subject
levton told
those present that 'though satisfaction may be delayed when
studying you must always put
in 100 percent for in the end the
rewards for hard work will
always be tremendous."
Those interested in more
informatkm on Leyton can visit
his homepage at uwutrrj.ruigers.edu/-mleytonAiomepage.htm.
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DUKE DAYS EVENTS CALENDAR
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 22

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 17
• Praiw & Worship will be held at 5:30 p.m. at the Baptist
Student Union House on the corner of Cantrell Avenue and
South Main Street, a block trom campus.

• EQUAL, JMU s women's rights organization, meets at 6
p.m. in Taylor 303. For more information, e-mail Blu at jmuequal@yahoo.com.

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 20

• Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority will hold a vendor sale on
the Warren Patio from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. E-mail jonesjd or call
442-4798 for more information.

• Canterbury Episcopal Ministry will hold a Eucharist service at 5 p.m., followed by a home-cooked meal. The
Canterbury House is located on South Main Street across
from the Quad, between Buffalo Wild Wings and the Zirkle
I loutt. With questions, please call 432-9613.

MONDAY, OCTOBER 21

OPINION
Crossword becomes center
ol university
Student responsibility to
learn about war
Church and stale not yet separate

TO SUBMIT A DUKE DAY EVENT:

E-mail Kyra of The Breeze at papafikc with the information
(event, date, location, contact info, etc.)
Please submit by Friday for a Monday issue and Tuesday for
a Thursday issue.

• Sexual Assault Survivors Group meeting will be held at 7
p.m. Contact hll tor more info at x8-3407 or rupperja.

Rally for the belt

• Students Against Sweatshops meets at 7:30 p.m. on the
fourth fli»>r or Warren Hall (airport lounge). Contact hmi'ior«c with ouMtiora

Letter to the editor: Walkers
and volunteers appreciated
Saturday
Campus spotlight: What Is
the craziest thing you've seen
on the Quad'

LEISURE
9

Comics
Crossword and Horoscope

WEATHER

POLICE LOG

Cruisin' the net

BY SHARON BLKAKNEY

police log reporter
A JMU student report
>Medrtt»hr&,Yi?
a bookbag from the trunVoTa
I
taxi cab
at Potomac Hall Oct. 11 at 12:12 a.m.

BBSsjoo of a fake ID and possession of
*al\Ju ottoman his own at the parking dectoet 13 at 248 a.m.

STYLE

Today
Partly Cloudy
High 58 Low 41

Underage Possession of

High

Alcohol

In other matters, campus police
report the following:
1

Joshua A. Shuiord, 18. of Forest, was
arrested and charged with underage
possession of alcohol at the Godwin
Breaking and Entering
bus stop Oct. 12 at 2:58 a.m.
JMU students reported an unknowdfl^-/"
person entered theft/oom and
'. »»
tone Kernan.'19. of Westmont, N.J..
moved a speaker, pulling theiwinni
wirnfi
out in Chandler Hall Oct. 14 between. was arrested and charged with
underage
possession of alcohol at
5:15 and 6.20 p.m.
Huffman Hall Oct 13 at 1 42 am.
Possession of Marijuana
Harassment
Anna L. Grayzel, 18. ol Falls-Church,
A JMU student reported receiving
was arrested and charged with posharassing phone calls in Weaver
session of marijuana in Eagle Half\
Hall between Oct. 12 at 12 am and
Oct. 15 at 1:08 a.m.
Oct 13 at 2 a m
Possession of Fake IDs
umbe of

:>lhiail;0G
' 26:
*!**'"
s noe Au

was arrested and charged with pos-

'
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James Madison University
Hamsonburg. Virginia 22807
«8-«04i
Phone: (540) 568*127
Fax:(540)568-6736 OpnorvFocut x8-3846
Spoil xS-6709
E-Mail address: lhe_ bfeeie@frnu.edu
Pholi»Graphic» X8-6749
Breeze Net: httpy/wwwthebreeze.org
Bookkeeper
RecepOonlet
ButineM/Technology
Coordinator
Susan Shffllett
Angje McWhclef
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Manager

Designer Lead
Carty Medosoh
Advertising
Designers:

Lauren Kmetski
Advertising
Executives:
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Ashley dobs
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Beverly Kitchens
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AMEX
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Look hot when the weather's cold

13

"Cult" wriles fumbles into mainstream

13

Dichotomy art

14

■Dogtown * Z Boys" film review

14

SPORTS

As of dose on Wednesday. Octrjtw 16.2002

j.

13

34

MARKET WATCH

public cha, es

The Breeze is published Monday and Thursday mommas and distributed
throughout James Madison University and the local Hamsonburg community
Comments and complaints should be addressed to Jeanine Gapwski. editor
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60

73.52 f

Maasai dances, chants, grooves
Low

Mostly Sunny

DOW JONES

10

FOCUS

S4P 500

21.24
close: 860 03

t
t

CLASSIFIEDS
How to place a classified: Come to The Breeze
office weekdays between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m.
Cost: $3.00 for the first 10 words, $2 for each
additional 10 words: boxed classified, $10
per column inch.
Deadlines: noon Friday lor Monday issue, noon
Tuesday for Thursday issue.
Classifieds must be paid in advance in The
Breeze oftce

Football preview

15

The pen is mightier

15

Men's golf

15

Women's golf

15

Picks ol the week

17

CORRECTIONS
The MathVIDS Web site is coejmu.edu/mathvidsr/mtro.htm. A sample of the NETVIDS
proiect can be accessed at coe.jmu.edu/samplevids This information was reported incorrectly in the Oct. 14 issue of The Breeze.
A decrease m carbon dioxide emissions from
automobiles helps to reduce nsing global temperatures. This information was reported incorrectly in the Oct 14 issue of The Breeze

Are you healthy and well-groomed?
Your pet should be too.
Dr. Vicky Strickland
Or. John Daly
Small Animal • Medical Surgery
Boarding • Grooming

433-VETS
(8387)

498 University Blvd.
Across from COSTCO
T—T^j 1 j>
■ialatjyCll

f^OT^T^ 1 "Shenandoah Valley's Hair Care Special:c:c"'
VUI 1 CCl » 42 Scuti a :to distance f.-cn^.pc:Wo_xo.t. Ea;-.:r..'M

NO Waiting In

$6.00 HAIRCUTS
Complete Line of
Hair Products

Tanning Beds Year-Round
Manicure Spa
Pedicure Spa

Hometown Music
CUIIAK;, AMPS, DRUMS,
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selected models
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Ibanez Factory
Blowout!
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434-4159 • 2990 S Main Street
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Call me. I can help.

442-7878
Law Office of Richard G. Morgan

Thursday - Karaoke
Friday - Trace Adkins with special guest
Tommy Wood
Saturday - Keith Bruant & Iron Horse
Sunday - Free Pool
1950-A

DEVERLE AVE. HARRISONBURG

CHECK US OUT ONLINE

Mronspub.com

Visa and MasterCard accepted

NO MORE HASSLES!

THURSDAY, OCT.

Schwartz on trial

"Millions of innocent children are being killed
as I speak."

A Loudoun County jury recommends a 48-year sentence
for former JMU student Clara
Schwartz.

NEWS
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The Sniper Keeps Striking

Sniper Victims
Ballistic evidence has linked the shooting death of Linda
FimMin. 47. m the HomeDepUpatthng lot mSet'en Corners
near Falls Oorth to other sniper attacks m the Washtntt.m
areasinceOct. t Nine people have been killed and two
uvunded in the series of attacks.
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Sniper shootings
fear, raise questions
Home Depot slaying defies Experts look for links between sniper, al-Qaida attacks
all theories of sniper hits
[Rfl
.killer
„,
....
. ,„ i
,*•*.*
* ,. .
™.
Larry
The Washington Post
*' or killers,
wl"**. most* likely al-Qaida and its aims. "This
Tnis statements caught
BY DANA PRIHST AND
BROOKE
BROOKI; MASTERS
MASTI

BY PHI H WHORISKI Y

The Washington Post
The shot fired into the
Home Depot parking garage
Monday night felled a multitude of homegrown theories
about the gunman's geographical pa'ferences and left one idea
standing: The sniper could
strike anywhere.
Unlike the four most recent
shtxitings, there were no obvious and swift escape routes
from the Home Depot slaving.
which occurred amid the maze
ot stoplights, state roads, parking lots and shopping centers
known as Seven Comers.
Unlike all but one of the previous 11 shootings, it happened
inside the Capital Beltway.
And unlike any of the previous shootings, the sniper
struck in Fairfax County, the
most populous jurisdiction in
the Washington region, whose
residents in recent weeks had
been consciously and unconsciously justifying their cherished sense of security with a
bit of simple geographical and
psychological profiling
"At first I thought I MM aaj|
because it was only happening
in Maryland," said |anet

Nguyen, 26, who runs a family
restaurant, Hau Citing, in the
shopping center across Route
50 from the Home Depot at
Seven Corners. "Then there
was a shooting in Virginia

U
At first I thought I
was safe because it
was only happening in
Maryland. Then there
was a shooting
in Virginia.
—Janet Nguytn
Va. rest auranl owner
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"So then I thought I was
safe because it's too crowded
in this little area
there's ttx>
much traffic and too many
people. But now I have a total*
ly different feeling
set LAST page 4

Counter-terrorism
this uevk have begun to ask
whether the V\,ishington-,m\i
sniper is p.irt ot a deadlv wave
of smaller-scale attacks from a
weakened al-Qaida, although
federal investigators say most
of their leads do not point to
international terrorism.
Government
ofik lib
including President Hush,
Homeland Security Director
Tom Ridge and local lawenforcement officials have publicly broached the subject gingerly, not wanting to provoke
more fear. "I don't think we i an
foreclose that," Ridge said ot a
terrorist link. "Certainly the FBI
and no one in the White House
hu lortvlosed it."
About 400 FBI agents,
trainees and counter-ternmsm
agents have been assigned to
track the sniper who has killed
nine people and wounded two
others since C\t. 2. The CIA has
offered assistance, but so far
tlw agenev's nnl\ contribution
has been bomb-sniffing dogs.
The investigation remains
under the FBI's violent crime
division, which means ottiv Itll believe they are probably
looking at an unaffiliated

klll r or

mos

white, with military training
that would include setting up,
shooting and escaping without detection.
Law enforcement officials
say they have no evidence linking the case to terrorists and
that the tactics do not parallel
al-Qaida's history of trying for
many deaths in one strike.
Still, several aspects of the
case intrigue former CIA and
FBI tenonsm experts. Among
them is me lack of clues fn*n a
community that the sniper
apparently knows well. It is now
well understood that the Sept.
11,2001 hijackers were taught to
bk-nd into American life and live
without drawing notice.
"One of the troubling
things is that it's been two
weeks now and there hasn't
been that really good tip," said
I.C. Smith, former head of the
FBI's analysis, budget and
training section of the National
Security Division. "Someone
who doesn't have an established presence in this area —
that tends to lead into the ter-

ronani area."
Smith, like other temirisrn
experts, said he does not rule
out that a lone gunman could
be working in sympathy with

could very well be a singk' individual who says, 'I'm going to
answer the call, he said

Johnson* attention. lohnstxi,
who spent much <>t his c.mvi
tracking terrorists for the CIA
and State Department, was
struck by a passage from a previous hin I aden statement"
of innocent chil...it's been two weeb dren"Millions
an? being killed as I speak.
now and there hasn't They are being killed in Iraq
committing any sins,
been that really good tip. without
and we don't hear condemnation or a fatwa (religious
-1. C. Smith decree) from the rulers,' said
foimet bead o( (he FBI's the statement released Oct. 7,
analysis, budget and training section
National Security l)ivisim 2001. "May God show them
His wrath and give them what
they deserve."
The sniper shooting of a 13year-old boy in suburban
Recent suicide bombings Bowie, Md., occurred Oct. 7,
and plots against Westerners in exactly one year after bin
Indonesia,
Kuwait,
the Laden s statement. "It's the
Philippines, Saudi Arabia, eye-for-an-eye and Uxith-for-aMorocco, Tunisia, Pakistan and tooth teaching that may
ships near Yemen and in the explain why (a sniper) shoots a
Straits of Gibraltar show that Hv ear-old walking into
al-Qaida loyalists are heeding sch<xil," |ohnson said.
their leadership's call to continBut the most concrete simiue smaller-scale strikes. The larity' between th*' sniper operaattacks were followed this tion, and those of al-Qaida,
week by statements attributed experts said, appears to be the
to Osama bin I.aden and his meticulous planning asstxnated
top deputy, Ayman Zawahiri, with Washington-area killings.
congratulating the attackers To escape the dragnet that has
and calling for more action.
Bin laden s purported
Sff EXPERTS page 4
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Daughter found guilty in scientist's slaying
BY ABHI RACiHl'NAATHAN
The Washington Post
Former JMU student Clara
Jane Schwartz was convicted
Tuesday of orchestrating the

Ill 1 PHOT?)
Former JMU ttud*rrt Clara
Schwartz could face up to 48
yean In prison for conspiring
to murder her father

I!

murder of her father, biophvsi
cist Robert Schwartz, who was
stabbed to death last December
in his Iwsburg, Va., home
The
Loudoun
CountyCircuit Court jury recommended that Clara Schwartz, 21),
spend 48 years in prison
After five davs ot testimony,
the jurors deliberated about four
hours before finding her guiltv
oj first-degree murder, conspiracy to commit murder and two
counts of solicitation to commit
murder. Three of her friends,
said to share her fascination
with the OOCUlt <»re also charged
in his death and awaiting trial.
During th*1 bnet senten»ing
hearing that followed the verdicts, Clara Schwartz's older SIS
ter, Michele, wept—and family
members in the courtnx-m wept
with her—as she described how
her father's brutal slaying has
changed her life.
"I honestly can't imagine anything more painful than the last

nine months," Michele Schwartz
said I can*! sav there has ban a
day when I haven't cried."
Clara Schwartz, who won.' a
brown skirt and sweater, ManVd
straight ahead or at the flixjr as
tin' verdicts and sentence wen'
•-•he |ust turned to me,"
defense
attorney
Corinne
MagM s.ud afterward, "and
said, What do we do next?'"
Her lather's brother, Greg
Schwartz, spoke gravely and
can-hilk outside the COUlttOQBI
"Beyond reasonable doubt," he
■aid, we've achieved justice '
Magee said she would appeal
the verdict, if the jumrs had considers! "all the evidence ... thev
would have found her not
guilty," she said, adding that
they were quick to reach their
decision. "And I don't know
how to react to this sentence."
In Virginia, whan there is no
paaoJa, the judge can reduce but
cannot lenguV-n the jury's sentence Judge Thomas Home sched-

uled atttenbng for Jan. 21,2003.
Clara Schwartz did not laati
fv at her tnal. Her attorneys portrayed her as a troubled young
woman who constnicted an
elaborate fantasy world that her
friends, including Kyle Hulbert,
wilt's*' signed confession in the
murder was read to the jury twisted and misinterpreted.

young woman and turned it
upside down."
But prosecutors contended
that Clara Schwartz harbored a
longstanding hatred for her
father, telling friends he was
abusive and seeking out two
young men in succession to kill
her father, ultimately persuading one of them tod.) it
According to the confession,
Clara Schwartz was at fames
Madison University the night of
Dec. 8 when Hulbert, 18, and
Beyond reasonable
two other friends — Ka ferine
doubt, we've
Inglis, 19, and Michael Pfohl, 21
— went to Robert Schwartz's
achieved justice.
isolated Loudoun County farmHulbert told detectives
— Greg Schwartz house.
brother of late Robert Schwartz that he went inside alone and
slashed and stabbed Schwartz
with a 27-inch sword.
In closing arguments, prosecutors said that Schwartz knew
about Hulbert's plan and helped
Magee called Hulbert "an him carry it out — reminding
individual who had taken jurors that he said she had sent
the imaginary world of a him a $60 check through

-6 6-

overnight delivery and told him
to buy buy gloves and a "dorag" so he wouldn't leave behind
hair or fingerprints as evidence.
"She knew how to murder
and get away with it — or at
least she thought she did,"
Assistant
Commonwealth's
Attorney Jennifer Wexton said
Wexton pointed out a document found in Clara Schwartz's
dorm room dated IX-c 8, 2001.
In it, Clara Schwartz wrote in
code — listing the set ret nanu I
for her and the three others and
asking "High Chaos" to b"honor upon them. True honor
upon their souls."
Wexton offered her translation for the jury: "Thanks, guys,
for killing my dad — that s
what that document said."
Defense attorneys slid that
Clara Schwartz regretted not
recognizing that Hulbert had
taken her frustrations with her
see JURY page 4
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Senator, Va.
attorney general
to attend rally
US. Sen. Geon^e Allen and
Virginia Attorney General lerrv
Kilgmc will lead |MU in a
Kally (or the Valley" Tuesday.
Prom 6 to 6:30 p.m. on the
lawn behind the College Center
the two poUtidans will promote
the higher education bond issue,
whieh will be on ballots across
the state Nov. 5.
Acconiine, to Carrie Cantrell,
gpolceswoman for Allen, the
senator is coming to JMU
because he considers higher
education one of hi.s top priorities. Cantrell said JMU is the
first school Allen will attend to
promote the bond issue In case
of rain, the rally will move b. the
College Center Ballroom.
At the Oct. 4 Board of
Visitors meeting, JMU President

Umvood II. Rose said statewide
polls show around 65 pen ent ni
those polled in favor of the
bond. According to Rose, voter
turnout and Northern Virginia
tax issues could jeopardize llie
higher education referendum. If
passed, the bond would provide
JMU $99.9 million.
•npiltifrom staff rrporti
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Experts try to prove sniper Jury recommends former Last victim
attacks related to al-Qaida JMU student receive
may not be
EXPERTS from page 3
that lead in the opposite direc- 48-year prison sentence
sniper hit
descended after each of the more tion. 'Terrorism without any

ax ent shootings, the gunman has
probably planned well ahead of
time his shooting location, escape
route and way to hide.
Likewise, he had to understand the capabilities and limitations of law enforcement tactics
and equipment. Documents
seized from training camps in
Afghanistan and from the alQaida safe houses around the
world indicate that individuals
learned military techniques and
doctrine and were familiar with
their enemies' tactics.
Federal and state agencies
also have discussed the possibility that the sniper killings may be
a diversion, intended to siphon
off police attention and resources
as a prelude to a new, more serious terrorist attack. "Is this your
typical guerrilla warfare tactic.
when you draw your enemy to
being so focused on one particular issue?," asked one official.
But for every clue that might
lead to the possibility that the
shooter is a terrorist, there are 10

sort of way to make political
mileage out of it is almost useless," said Rusty Capps, president of the Center for
CounterinteUigence and Security
Studies and a former FBI official.

JUKYfrom page 3

father too seriously and too far.
Family members and authonties have said that Clara
Schwartz and her father had a
troubled relationship that grew
worse after her mother died of
cancer in 1997.
A former boyfriend, Patrick
House, testified that Clara
Schwartz once asked him to
kill her father while they
played a fantasy game called
"Underworld," in which
Schwartz's character, "Lord
Chaos," asked his character. ,u.
assassin, to kill her father.
"There is not a scintilla of
Magee asked jurors to
real evidence that this is remember that this was testimorelated to terrorism," said ny of a young man who
one senior FBI official. "This acknowledged that he believes
appears to be one guy stalk- in dragons. She called Clara
ing the area with a rifle for Schwartz's talk of death "the
reasons of his own."
rantings of an adolescent who is
FBI officials also said they frustrated with school, frustrathave no evidence that analyst ed with her father."
Linda Franklin was targeted
She also asked jurors to recall
because of her employment at the testimony of Kathleen Aux,
the agency.
a Prince William County school

psychologist, who testified that
Kyle Hulbert was troubled mentally and could misinterpret
things he had been told.
In the end, prosecutors
returned to Hulbert's confession
to police, signed "Demon," in
which he said that part of her
plan to get away with murder
was to have him declare that
demons and apparitions made
him kill Robert Schwartz
because he was poisoning and
abusing Clara.
Wfexton called it "nothing
more than a self-serving statement laying the foundation for
Kyle's insanity defense."
Jury foreman John Franklin,
33, of Purcellville, said that the
jury's deliberations were "evidence-driven."
"We hope the best for the
rest of the family to get over
this and hope they can piece
their lives together," he said.
He said the sentencing discussions centered on empathy for
the family's suffering.

LAST from page 3

The sniper had, they knew,
shot first in Maryland — six
times — then slipped across the
county line into Washington,
DC, before traveling many
miles south to Spotsylvania
County in Virginia. Shootings in
Prince George's County, Md.,
and Prince William County, and
a return visit to Spotsylvania
followed, leaving the heavily
populated core of Northern
Virginia untouched.
"I was surprised because
before, you know, it was someplace else," said Dorothy
Zilberfarb, a retired Arlington
County, employee who was
heading to the Home Depot
Tuesday morning to return some
items "I didn't think it would
happen in Virginia. Then, when
it came to Virginia, I thought. If s
out there in Spotsylvania, ifs
rural... not like hew
"Now I'm always looking
over my shoulder and seeing
white vans."

Students (and regular people everywhere) are
discovering that RUGGED WEARHOUSE means
There ir» owr 40 Rugged wearhouse
kjcetlens Including:
Alexandria

lynchourg

ChartottatvW*

Manassas

ChnsOansburg

Newport News

Coioolai Heights

Norfolk

Fairfax

Chesterfield

Fredencksburg

Sassafras

Hampton

Roanoke

FAMOUS NAMES at FABULOUS PRICES!
Denim - Casual Fashion - Shoes - Accessories
For Men - Women - Juniors - Kids

Harrkwnburg

Flash your College I.D. for an
EXTRA 10% DISCOUNT*
Mo-S^Wttom-lpm • sun 11am - tern

S3
HARRtSWBURG-Cloverleaf Shopping Center
CHARLOnESVIUi - Rio Hill Shopping Center

SJsBBL

WEAR HOUSE
Outfitting America For Less!
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JMU to weather 10.4
percent budget cut

JMU, from page I
"It is ... SGA's responsibility
to represent the student body on
the possibility of this raise."
Walther Thomas said. "In order
to better represent the students,
the SGA will be holding a campus-wide referendum asking
the students how they feel
about a raise in tuition."
The referendum will be held
Monday on the commons. "It is
imperative that students share
their opinions with the SGA so
that we will be able to represent
the student voice to the administration and the board,"
Walther-Thomas said.
A cut of nearly $55 million to
jMU's budget appears to be a nowin situation for the university.
"No one in the administration or on the Board of Visitors
wants to raise tuition," said
Charles King, senior vice president of Administration and
Finance. "Our abjective is to
keep the quality of JMU's education high but to keep costs as

Where's The
Breeze?\?\
Next Monday's
issue of The
Breeze has been
canceled due to
Fall Break. See you
next Thursday!
— The Breeze staff

low as possible."
Students and their parents,
however, will not be footing the
entire bill for the budget deficit
"Any recommended tuition
increase will not cover all of the
required budget reduction,"
Rose said.

ment expenditures," Rose said.
King said, "We will have some
very hard decisions to make."
Warner echoed this sentiment by saying, "At the end of
the day, a budget shortfall of this
magnitude cannot be solved
with sound bytes about simply
'cutting the fat' These budget
reductions will affect vital services that Virginians count on,
and there should be no attempt
to disguise that fact."
According to Rose, the
administration found out the
specific
budget
reduction
amount Tuesday at 4:30 p.m. He
said his office had "been working
on a response to various scenarios for the last several weeks."
The total impact of Warner's
cuts for every state agency will
reduce the state's budget by
$858 million in the next two
years. Warner's plan said he will
propose more cuts beyond the
15 percent maximum reduction
when the General Assembly
meets in January 2003.

-4 6—
Any recommended
tuition increase will not
coverall of the required
budget reduction.
— I.inwood Rose
JMU president

55

"Other operational cuts will
still be necessary. The university's current hiring freeze will
continue at least until the board
committee meets, as will the
embargo on travel and equip-
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Local media meet JMU

I1KJTO COURTESY Of Donm Dunn
Cedrlc Bryant (left), manager and professional staffer for Gannett, was among five representatives from Virginia media to speak to the Society of Professional Journalists
Monday. Gannett publishes over 90 newspapers and magazines nationwide.

SGA to seek student opinion Student gets OT award
on solutions to budget crisis
SGA, jrum page 1
meeting. The committee agreed
and set the plan into action.
"It's a way we can gauge student opinion without mass misinformation or misguided
information," he said. "We'll be
more fully developing the questions at this Thursday's committee meeting."
Winters said the SGA
doesn't know exactly how it
will use the information
gathered next Monday. "It
might be likely that we will
see legislation," Winters said.
"If the students overwhelmingly disapprove of the
tuition raise, we may submit
a bill of opinion."

*r> e^ei)

According to Winters, "We are
doing everything we can to
explore third avenues." He said

-64If the students...
disapprove of the
tuition raise, we may
submit a bill of opinion.
— Kevin Winters
committee chairman.
Academic Affairs

■95

the SGA wants to find anything
ebe other than the two extremes
of raising tuition or cutting faculty.
Winters said, "It's up to
the senate to decide whether
or not they will act, but it's
up to the committee to make
recommendations."
Senior Dodge Perry, senator
from ISAT, said, "I probably
would guess that 700 [students
wil! vote.]"
Perry said, "I hope (the
referendum]
gives
us
enough information that we
[can] use the students' opinion to sway the administration to something that
would be beneficial to both
faculty and students."

their fieldwork. In comparison to other OT programs in
the state, JMU students have
more experience in field work, according to Loveland.
"We really emphasize fieldwork as being the main focus
of
our
curriculum,"
Loveland said.
The occupational therapy
program recommends students
for awards through VOTA, the
local chapter of the American
Occupational
Therapy
Association, whose purpose of
this organization is to support
occuptttonil therapy.
VOTA tries to augment the
health of the public through
research, education, action, service and the establishment and
enforcement of standards, according to Minv.membersaol.com
/VOTAV.

f*2$Sy

Coming to JMU Tickets on Sale Wednesday Oct. 23
@ 9:30 a m
Nov. 18th ® 8 pm
Wilson Hall Auditorium
Poors open & 7 pm

/ITWS

STUDENT, from page}
two aspects, Packard said.
These aspects are the tutorial
and the Level 15 — an extension of the first level. "Unlike
some
other
universities,"
Maloney said, "the third of our
Level 1 experiences are much
more intensive."
In the tutorials, students
discuss real case studies in
small groups, do individual
research and meet back to continue conferring about the case,
according to Packard.
The Level 1.5 sends the
students on a two-week visit
to a site, where they work
with occupational therapists
and clients to observe,
assess and treat patients
under an occupational trainer's supervision.
After this, students begin

S/&E

!_ In Store* (Vow

kj-i ,,srA .is,!,
D
a.
i
y\ l w/MC (limit 2) Warren Box office only
^7 gen public/at door/other ticket outlets

Ticket Outlets:

Warren Box Office
Plan 9- Harrisonbiircj/Charlottesvtile
Cro55roa45. stwnton/WSjynobow
musido4ay.com

Presented by The James Madison University Program Board and Ml/1 422
For more Information call l/PR - (540) 568-6217 or uph \mu edu
wvwv mckelcreek com
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Dream it. Do it. Disney.
We're recruiting on campus!
6:00 pm
Thursday, October 24, 2002
Taylor Hall Room 202

Mark your calendars — All majors and all college levels invited.
This is your chance to go inside this world-famous resort, build your resume,
network with Disney leaders and meet students from around the world.
Check out a Walt Disney World® College Program paid internship.
24-hour secured housing is offered. College credit opportunities may be available.
Visit our website at wdwcollegeprogram.com and
then come to the presentation. Attendance is required to interview

VJCOLLEGE PROGRAM
Pi
wdwcollegeprogram.com
EOE • Drawing Creativity from Diversity • O Disney
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"Its' not that we weren't
aware of the phenomenon that
is The Breeze crossword."

OPINION
HOUSE

see house editorial, below
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"... I think it is about time
that these unconstitutional
insertions are stricken."
KEVIN ECKERMAN

junior
see column, below

KEVIN ECKERMAN
BREEZE READER'S VIEW

EDITORIAL

Crossword becomes center of university Church and state
still not yet separate
At Tfie Breeze we honestly
put in hours of work into writing articles that you. the JMU
community, will enjoy and be
interested in reading. Never
before have we gotten four
darts about the same one problem in an article, yet we
received just that, four angry
darts about the mismatching
clues and answer boxes in the
Oct. 10 crossword. It appears
JMU students are quite cross.
(Please excuse that pun and
continue to read.) What's a five
letter word for "We've been
barking up the wrong tree''
It's not that we weren't
aware of the phenomenon
that is Vie Breeze crossword.
In fact, an entin' focus story
was dedicted to the entertaining pasttime in the Feb. 4
issue of The Breeze. But perhaps we should have taken it
even more seriously.
For that reason, Tfte Breeze
is going to change its layout.
No longer will we write articles in traditional newspaper
format. Fach will be translated
into a series of clues so readers
will have to do their own
researching and interviewing
to find out what's happening
on campus. The only thing left
in its original format will be
the Campus Spotlight. The
name will be slightly modified
to Crossword Spotlight with
Xestions such as "Which
ss is the hardest to do the
crossword in?" and "What
was the hardest question in
Monday's crossword?"
The front page from now on
will be a grid of black and
white boxes. The rest of the

pages of the first section will be
devoted to "across" while the
BBGCttj Ntikn of the paper
will be "down" clues. Budget
cuts and teacher panels — all
cut out; "8 across" and "27
down" in.
Hopefully, this phenomenon will catch on with the rest
of the university. Realizing the
interest in the word game, the
administration
may
be
prompted to develop a whole
new
crossword
major
Students will graduate with
BCWs (bachelors of crosswords). Maybe the biggest
change is that art students will
now be taught to think
'inside" the box.
The Gen Ed program final
ly will be praised by students
and faculty alike Following
(. luster 5 "individuals in the
human community" Cluster 6
will be added on as the
"avoiding all the other clusters" cluster. Classes will
include instruction on how
properly, to conceal your
crossword, ways to tilt your
body so it cannot be seen during class and of course, the
psychological motivations of
those who use pen verses
those who use pencil.
Crossword
awareness
day could be the biggest
event on campus. Students
passing by the commons
actually will flock to those
handing out flyers at the
bottom of the steps in hopes
that those flyers contain a
crossword on them.
If this mistake has taught
Vie Breeze anything, it's that it
really is hip to be square.

Like many other Americans,
the controversy over the words
"under God" in the Pledge of
Allegiance prompted me to
start thinking about God, country and the separation of
church and state. The separation between church and state
was upheld in the majority
opinion in the Supreme Court
4 I mrrWN E* Board of
Education (1947). It stated, "The
establishment of religion clause
of the First Amendment means
at least this: neither a state nor
the Federal Government can set
up a church. Neither can pass
laws which aid one religion, aid
all roligions or prefer one religion over another. Neither can
force nor influence a person to
go to or remain away from
church against his will or force
him to profess a belief or disbelief m any religion."
The m*»st important part of
this ruling for my purposes is
that government cannot pass
laws that aid any or all religions, nor can it influence a person to be involved in religion.
Only seven years after this
Supreme Court case, the words
under God" were inserted into
the Pledge of Allegiance, result ing from a campaign conducted
by the Knights of Columbus.
Then, in 1956, "In God We
Trust" became the national
motto {http://wwwaclj.orgMortesAiistoryof_us_mottoasp). This
push to include God in government was fueled by Protestant
campaigns and was passed as
part of an effort to separate the
Christian "capitalists" from the
atheist "communists." The Cold
War is over, and I think it is
about time that these unconstitutional insertions are stricken.
By specifying God in our
national motto, on our currency,
in our pledge and in our official

\**7 • f£
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Walkers and volunteers
appreciated on Saturday
Who

nts don't con-
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ihe student organizations who
red their time to help with the
of the walk: Thank you. These
organizations
included
the
|MU
the Triathlon ( I lib and
uteiv wondertui rhanki b
almost $14,000 and are still COUl
pledges continue to COUll
Katherine Thompson, Chair
Harrisonburg Fall 2002 M.S. Walk
Committee
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Also, the simple mention of
any uViu coonpletel) excltKMB
the non-religious community
In 1W, "The World Almanac
and Book of Facts and Quotes"
reported close to three million
Americans as being atheist and
over 1^ million as being nonreliglOUl By using these religious
phrases on government paper
this entire population is not
represented and branded as
non-citizens or less-thanpatriots. Former President
George Bush Sr, quoted August
27,1967, demonstrates this kind
of thinking: "I don't know that
atheists should be considered
as citizens nor should they be
considered patriots. This is one
nation under God." Being a
part of the atheist community,
this quote shocked me and is
extremely offensive. Patriotism
and love of country are not
based on religious belief
Kevin bxkerman /« a junior
computer xience major.

Student responsibility
to learn about war

We need to be aware
that this war would not
be like Desert Storm.

EDITORIAL POLICY

... the simple mention
of any deity completely
excludes the nonreligious community.

KAI DEGNER
BREEZE READER'S VIEW

The seriousness of the
debate concerning whether or
not our country should go to
war unilaterally with Ira.) has
caught my attention. I would
like to communicate my feelings of the importance of us as
-.Indents to make a concerted
effort to inform ourselves about
this issue and to torm an opinion. Because the decisions being
made today have very direct
influences on our lives in both
the near and distant future.

Who raised the most money tv> support

swearing in ceremonies ("so
help me God"), we exclude a
large number of American citizens. While some say that the
word God implies all gods, not
just the Christian God, this certainly is not true. Used in the
context "God bless America,"
God is in the singular. This
monotheistic context is used
consistently throughout these
unconstitutional phrases and
excludes any kind of religion
that believes in many gods.

Reasons for war include a
long list of Iraqi violations of
rules focused on disarming
Saddam Hussein ot chemical
and biological weapons and
weapons of mass destruction
after the Ciulf War. Hussein'%
desire
to
develop
these
weapons ,m>\ either use them
himself or give them awav to
others (e.g. al-Qaida) seems like
a given To address this situation, the Bash administration is
trying to pass a resolution
through Congress that will
allow him to start a war with
Iraq at any time, without per
missions or support from any
other nation in the world
The implications of this resolution
and a subsequent war
— are something we need to
understand AS Congress makes
divisions this week. We need to
be aware that this war would
not be like Desert Storm — it
would require a ground war
fought by only OUT troops. We
need to be conscious of the curivnt state of our ecmomv and

question whether it can cope
with this war We need to think
about the undercurrent issues
of oil control and election calendars. We need to realize that
war in Iraq will impact our war
in Afghanistan and jolt an
already
volatile
Israeli Palestinian situation. We need
to realize that, even if we quickly remove Hussein, we will
have to remain in the country
for years to help rebuild the
nation. Most importantly perhaps, we need to understand
the act of disn-garding the Opinions of practically ever)' other
nation in the world undoubtedly will affect our diplomatic
stance for decades. We need to
realize our ropresentafives are
making difficult decisions right
now and they am listening to
their constituents
As a senior ISAT major
invoked in numerous extracurricular activities, 1 acutely
am aware ot the difficulty of
rein.lining informed on local*
national and global news issues
Nonetheless, I urge us all. as 1
urge myself, lo recognize the
importance of the issue and to
make a effort lo start an immediate dialogue about the proposed war in Iraq on our campus. Ask yourself today what
you think about the situation
Inform yourself today about the
situation. Ask your friends
todav what they think about the
situation. Take 15 minutes ot
class time for discussion about
it among your peers Then get
on the phone or e-mail vour
reprcsent.il i\es and VOftOl sour
opinion — they BR listening
today, tomorrow and ran day.
Not forming and communicating an opinion on an issue that
affects our own futures to this
extent is a lost opportunity and
a dangerous precedent to set for
our generation
Kai De$ner it u senior
ISAT major.
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Cory McCann

0

junior, psychology

freshman, history

"A guy was walking
across the Quad with
a condom stuck on
his shoe."

OPINION

"There was a weird
guy hiding behind
trees and ducking
under roots once."

"I saw a guy playing
the guitar wearing
only his boxers in the
middle of the day."

"Randomly two guys
stripped and run
from the bottom of
the Quad to Vfilson
Hall as two tours
it by "

Paula Smith
HANNA M KKmSG&cmnQviKi rhao/mpl*,

Ross Copperfnan

Emily Hickey

sophomore, music industry

freshman, biology

Tbpic: What's the craziest thing youVe seen on the Quad?

Darts

Darts & Pats art submitted anonymously
and printed on a space-available basis.
Submissions are based upon one person s
opinion of a gixtn situation, person or event
and do not necessarily reflect the truth.

Remember Pat from
"Saturday Night Live?"
And how he/she wasn't
mean, hut still managed
to be really funny? Well
that's how your pats
should be.

Pats
E-mail darts and pats to breezedp@hotmul.com

Pat...

Dart...

A "thanks-for-rneking-pracfice-thatrnuchbetter" pat to the sexy club tennis player down
the hall who we watch serve up some awesome game and then some every day

A "why-don't-you-transfer" dart to a certain
columnist in The Breeze who (e\\ the need to drool
over the football team located at the other end of
Interstate 81.

Sent in by two Wampler girls who go to marching band practice a little happier knotting there will
be something to look forward to.

Sent in by a girl wfw went to high school with you
and still remembers the pride Wt had m our future
university back then, but wonders if you d know what
school spirit was if the Homecoming Parade ran you
over on University Boulevard.

Dart...

breezedp @hotmail.com

Pat...

A "please-stop-talking-for-the-love-ofGod" dart to the ogre in my class who
Inriftton interrupting the pn»le>M>i .it lt-,i>t
six times during every 75-minute session.
Fnym a thoroughly annoyed senior who belieivs
that you have one of two choices: take a vow of
silence or spend time after every class tearing duct
tape off of your face.

A "you-are-a-stud" pat to my buddy for
doing what he can to help me survive Spanish.
From a sophomore who hopes that with your
help he could squeak by through his Spanish
requirement with a 'D.'

Pat...

Dart...

A "sweet-home-JMU" pat to the Burg lor
not changing too much and still making us feel
at home.
Sent in by our wad-tripping girls from Falls
Church who miss their alma mater and Kline's ice
cream terribly.

A "why-don't-you-grow-a-pair-and-takeresponsibility-for-what-you-did" dart to the
coward who hit my car and drove away.
From a student ivho can't afford to buy a new
bumper and thinks you should learn how to drive.

Rockingham Cooperative

Win a Jeep!
(Grand Prize Drawing 12/14/02, No Purchase Necessary,

Next monthly Drawing November 1, 2002 for

IN THE TIME IT TAKES TO FIND THE CAMPUS

$100 Gift Certificate for:
Buck Knives
One winner from each location!

BOOK STORE
YOU COULD SAVE 15% OR MORE ON CAR INSURANCE.

Complete Rules and Registration box
available at all locations.
Register once each day you are in one of the
Rockingham Cooperative stores.

Aik about our studtnt discount and alumni affiliation.
Low down-payment and convenient payment plant.
Round-the-clock claim service.

Sponsors:

1-800-998-9945
D I RECT
itMAanMolloWiMNMlMiUt UK0»««.»(.,*><o>*lalM«•• WIIMl UK0 Na»-VMnK Mfl 61*1

Rockingham Cooperative
Tru Value
Mossy Oak Apparel
Alpin Binoculars
Bleu Water Company
American Security Safes

Locations:

Sponsors:

Harrisonburg
Bridgewater
Elkton

Hartman Motors
Cline Energy
Swift Rifle Scopes
Rocky Footwear
Verstandig Broadcasting
Parker Compound Bows

Timberville
Woodstock
Monterey
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Seth Casana

Academia Nuts
TUT gSU FIGHTIN&
SUtJPERS WWEMIKH)
It Ttin or 0,usoLTt*'S
lb WELT IMfRovt THE
iftECTlVfeMESX OF THEIR
PRE<JAME »T*LS.

THE FACT OF THE MTTEB if,
UEVE 6CEAJ SlACKIHC »V THi£
ARC* ft* SfeaflS KbU. THE"
OLP TRAOiTlotfS JVSTWiEAJ'T
BRINGING /N" THE WINS WE
VetD. THAT'S WOE RiTUAGAf
COMES iW-

/

USING lUNnvjATive *8oov Man/
WEIGHT RAT/O" ALGORITHMS AMO

PiAcrMrwr CASE
mruACoRP MA5 SEEN
IMflWWG CoOPSOTE Jrt>Ar
RITUALS FoR 6U6« A PTCAPE.

UWOERGAAVEWT
STOPICJ,

WITH ANN LUCK, RlTOACoH* WILL
BRlMO VICTORY gAC«C TD THE
Fitfurwc IUNOERJ, RESTORING
THCia G10RV.

FoRTUtr
TETfl^, SOAJ .'
Fo« THE
TeAfM!

STfcM HARDBRlCKEfc

" 1 ■r-

Patrick Bredland

Drink to That

^J'5 Wedding Center

A,UDITIifNS

7AU4 Welcome %ack Special
"Rent your complete tux for $25.00
"Bring 10 friends in for tuxedos cV receive ljree rented

I

O

formal §owns $25.00 special for retail
50% off Special'Rack - retail
Outside 'Alterations
Laundry Service, including pressing
3

Sc stain removal

924 South High Street
Harrisonburg.VA
(White house with blue trim)

Take a A

to your performance future.

November 11, 10:00 A.M. to 2:00 P. M.

James Madison University
P.C. Ballroom (main ballroom)
Busch Gardens Is seeking: singers, dancers,
actors, musicians, character actors, acrobats,
jugglers, magicians, technicians and stage
managers for live shows. Bring prepared
audition for all talents. Visit us on line at:

540-434-1444
Call for directions

www.TalentSearchBGW.com
or call 800-253-3302

_BUSCH
GARDENS
Willbmburg. VA

Video Taped Auditions
n yw can nol uaton «pnon mi rtiun*. iwtn
pndo««tv«onmpHol|Oi/'Jli«K Effltflamtm
Bultn Gartana, Ora Bute GaWl Bud. MNnatug,
VA ai|747M. nwonttupucinnotMiaii/nM
Buacn Qardana la an equal cpporti/wy *r&of¥ and
1 (Wio ftaa "«piac«

$

7.°° each
(No Limit)

For
Student*

433-2300

433-3111

31 Miller Cr.
22 Terri Dr.
JMU/EMU/S. Main St.
CISAT/Port Rd
Not valo w/any other offer

©Medium One Topping Pizza & a Coke
©Medium Two Topping Pizza
©Large One Topping Pizza
©X-Large Cheese Pizza
©Medium Cheese Pizza & Cinnastix
©10 pc. wings & Breadsticks
(Additional Toppmqs only $1)

rZ

■TAa

««

10
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HOROSCOPES

CROSSWORD

Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.
Today's Birthday (Oct. 17). Creativity is required as you build a solid base. The more you learn, the more
opportunities you encounter. Combine fantasy and hard work to not only build your castle in the sky,
but also to live there comfortably - or as close to it as you can get.

Arl*» March 21-April 19

Libra Sept. 23-Oct 22

^—. Today is a 6 - Those worries banging
i^^—» around in your head an' not necessarily
l^^T groundless Some have merit, so sort
' through them. Don't throw out the good
with the silly.

sT5

Today is a 7 - Some of the things you try
now won't work. If you get the feeling
you're wise to withhold judgment, you're
right. Go with the flow.

1

2

3

■

M

u

Today is a 6 - You may be in love, but
I making the connection isn't easy. Seems
t like one thing after another gets in the
way. Luckily, your telepathy is working.
See if you can contact with each other that
way. It might work.

Gemini May 21-June 21
Today is a 7 - If things aren't going well, stop
* doing the same thing over and over again.
Look around to see what might work better.
1
Ask for suggestions, then listen.

Mi

Cancer June 22-July 22
Today is a 7 - A romance based on materialism is in for a solid thwack. But one built
' on family will get stronger with every
passing day.

Capricorn Dec 22-Jan. 19
.
Today is a 7 - You should still have plenty,
■■^ but it's not consistent. Sometimes there's
r&gf too much, sometimes not enough When
you've got it, don't waste any.

Leo July 23-Aug. 22
Today is a 6 * A long-term investment is
^j not a good risk, even if it's backed by a
^^VL friend. Not right now, anyway. Wait about
*
* a week.

Aquarius Jan. 20-Feb. 18
«^» Today is a 7 - Financial negotiations must
^r be handled carefully. Don't let everyone
t^K have what they want. Hold out (or what's
best for them, and tor what you can afford.

Virgo Aug. 23-Sept. 22
» •j-^ Today is a 7 - You might spend most of
^/flfff the day untangling other people's mess
MS\ es. Luckily, you're great al this. Demand
^^^. top dollar.

Pisces Feb. 19-March20
<^L
^P
J^\

Today is a 7 - Put a halt to something
you don't like, by bringing it to the attenlion of others. If being nice isn't working,
pitch a fit.
—Tribune Media Services

Dear Brerzr readers.
Thanks for the darts.
Love,
Sarah, your graphics editor.
Solutions tO
_

Last Issue's Puzzle

A
''niatclvyour-dues-with-the-right-aoaswoid'' dan to TV Brrrze tor screwing
up the puzzle in Oct. 14 issue, and making my Monday thai much worse.

A dan to the "nincompoop- who can't figure out how to make 4 decent crowword puzzle and mined our Monday
A "whatVa-four-lener-word-tor-you^uck" dart to me crossword editor of TV
Bnvzr for mining our Monday morning entertainment by incorrectly printing
Monday's puzzle and solution.
A "way to completely screw up the crossword puzzle' dart to TV Bmrzr for printing the solutions and using the wrong numbers.

"
,.
_
_

26

32
37

1
42

41

_

I

45

52

m

I

27

Sagittarius Nov. 22-Dec. 21

■ Today is a 6 - Over the next few days,
^■A watch out for breakage at home, possibly
*VB£y involving liquids. A little extra caution
could help you avoid a big mess.

8

21

Scorpio Oct. 23-Nov. 21
. Today is a 6 - Seems like you and your
"Jf^^j friends think of three things that won't
^^P work lor every one thing that does. You re
doing fine. You're batting .250!

7

•

23
25

Taurus April 20-May 20

1

6

*

.

1

■ 35

34

'
"

"

1

46

47

"
_

I

■f

"
54

I

48

1

62
65

40
41
43
44
45
46

49

12

13

■1

.

30

31

"
"

flsMp}
56

.
.

Greek Cupid
Pasta choice
Other
it the truth?
Pedro's Mrs.
mater (brain
covering)
48 Wreak havoc
upon
50 Flippers
51 Hand over
52 Lace tips
55 Board members
59 Flee
61 Garfield's pal
62 Uncommon
63 Popeil company
64 Claret or rose
65 Keats works
66 "Skittle
Players" painter
67 Requirement

1

11

,.

.,

60

5»

ACROSS
1 Heroic poem
5 Ulan ,
Mongolia
10 Olden days
14 Lima's land
15 Main island of
Vanuatu
16 Toward shelter
17 Tract of land
18 Flee
20 Former D.C.
nine
22 Maps in maps
23 River of Africa
24 Prod
25 Fused together
28 Low joint
29 Chart
32 One with
regrets
33 People of "The
Time Machine"
35 Andes ruminant
37 Moises of
baseball
38 Below, in
poems

I1

I

1

10

1

57

58

.,
'
"

DOWN
1 Actor Omar
2 Soccer great
3 Pig or cast follower
4 Flee
5 Indebted
6 In flames
7 Makes lace
8 Ex-Giant Mel
9 Employ again
10 Analyze a sentence
11 Lotion additive
12 Resting spot
13 Turner and
Knight
19 Actress
Georgia
21 Cravat
24 Modules
25 Coats and
cloaks
26 Swiss mathematician
27 Hotelier
Helmsley
28 Quantas marsupial

29
30
31
34

Soprano Callas
In the midst of
Glue
Lascivious
looks
36 Flee
39 Immediately
after this
42 Singer Piaf
47 Al and Bobby
of auto racing
49 Want
50 Outdoor festivals
51 "Operator"
singer
52 '60s hairstyle
53 Pleased
54 Harp family
member
55 Inflection
56 Actress Falco
57" klelne
Nachtmusik"
58 Potential plant
60 Foldaway bed

Sunchase has begun leasing for 2003-2004

So Join the Chase
for That Perfect Place!

.\fcifr
u

S N(flASE

Office Hours
M-F: 9-6
Sat: 12-4
540.442.4800
www.sunchase.net
1941 Sunchase Dr.
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^^ection Two

On Campus
The Buzz
Restaurants
StlggyBay
Links
HookUps
About Us

Local Web site has plethora of
information from music to class
reviews for the JMU student body
Story by contributing writer Jess Woodward • graphics courtesy of Stiggy.net

W

ouldn't it be nice to have the foresight
about a class before registering for it?
How about a one-stop reference site
that would provide the low-down on
weekend events in the Harrisonburg area?
Stiggy.net is a site made by a JMU student pre
dominantly for JMU students making it a unique
resource that supports events that are of interest
to the student body. Brain child of senior Chris
Castiglione, Stiggy.net was created as an attempt
to stimulate the Harrisonburg music scene.
Located at wxmv.stiggy.net, this Web site provides
students and local residents with a list of all the

see other people's opinions on different classes and
teachers, especially with GenEd's because it gives
you some insight into which teachers to take."
The site may be helpful with selecting classes,
however there are a few drawbacks to the rating
system. Not aU of the classes offered at JMU have
been reviewed, and those that are covered may not
have ratings for aU sections.
"Some teachers aren't listed which makes
it difficult, but the more publicity that
Stiggy.net gets, the better the rate-a-professor section will become," Krebs said.

With each new entering class, the awareness of

•

T
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weekend events in the Harrisonburg area?
Stiggy.net is a site made by a JMU student pre
dominantly for JMU students making it a unique
resource that supports events that are of interest
to the student body. Brain child of senior Chris
Castiglione, Stiggy.net was created as an attempt
to stimulate the Harrisonburg music scene.
Located at zvww.stiggy.net, this Web site provides
students and local residents with a list of all the
music-related events going on in the area.
"I think that JMU is lacking a sense of commu
nity," Castiglione said. "Everyone just does their
own thing. The frat kids hang in one comer, hip
pies in another and WXJMers in the basements. I
thought I could make a site that could bring
together the JMU community."
Stiggy.net links the Harrisonburg communi
ty to a majority of venues and music stores in
the area. The site provides informative profiles
and schedules for Virginia-based bands such as
Agents of Good Roots, Fighting Gravity,
Georgia Avenue and My Blue Pill. It also pro
vides reviews of many of the local bands, expos
ing anyone who visits the site to the best of what
the Harrisonburg music scene has to offer.

44

It's great to check Stiggy.net to see
what's coming up that weekend. It also
tells you when a Harrisonburg band is
rocking out somewhere else for a show.
— Sarah Krebs

sophomore

To anyone who has any interest in music,
Stiggy.net is a valuable resource. Sophomore
Sarah Krebs said, "It's great to check Stiggy.net to
see what's coming up that weekend. It also tells
you when a Harrisonburg band is rocking out
somewhere else for a show."
When venturing onto the site, one will find a
plethora of features from CD reviews on Norah
Jones and Moby to a restaurant guide, but the site is
open to featuring all kinds of music, art, reviews
and other points of interest. Stiggy.net always is
advertising and willing to expand the site by includ
ing writing samples and reviews from its viewing
audiences such as a story called "A Beautiful Day"
about singer and songwriter Howie Day.
ome of the more popular features on the
site, however, are those not related to
music. One function of the site that is pop
ular among the student body is the rate-aclass section. This gives students a chance to
review each of their classes and professors based
on such criteria as multiple choice topics on diffi
culty of tests, amount of homework, interest level
of the professor and attendance requirements.
Rate-a-class can provide a valuable resource
for students deciding which classes to take each
semester. However, it does offer a disclaimer
warning that all reviews are based on personal
opinion and might vary from person to person.
Stiggy.net states that the purpose of rating
classes is not to slander teachers or to show stu
dents the "easy way out." It instead serves as an
informative aid to help during class registration
and is posted anonymously.
Junior Sam Erdman said, "I like that you can

S

iiie site may ue neipnu witn seiecnng Classes,
however there are a few drawbacks to the rating
system. Not all of the classes offered at JMU have
been reviewed, and those that are covered may not
have ratings for all sections.
"Some teachers aren't listed which makes
it difficult, but the more publicity that
Stiggy.net gets, the better the rate-a-professor section will become," Krebs said.
With each new entering class, the awareness of
Stiggy.net has been decreasing. Relying on a grass
roots method of promotion, when the site first
came out three years ago, it was publicized with
flyers distributed around the campus. Students
who were not present for that publicity campaign,
however, often are imaware that the site exists.
unior Amanda Bardo said, "[When 1 was a
freshman], I went to study on the third floor
of the library and there was a flyer with
Ralph Wiggum (Chief Wiggum's son on
"The Simpsons") sticking his finger up his nose
advertising for Stiggy.net. I kept the paper because
I love Ralph, but when I found it later among my
things, I checked out the Web site."
Castiglione said, "There are a few great people
that have done a terrific job in getting me infor
mation and writing for Stiggy.net. I am always
looking for people to write articles and find out
news on events aroimd town."
When an event is not featured on the
site, the Web master is willing to go the
extra mile to find out about it.
"I was looking to find out where a band was
playing and they weren't listed at Stiggy.net,"
Krebs said. "I sent an e-mail to 'Stiggy' and
received a response that day that he hadn't heard
of them but would keep his eye out. About three
weeks later he e-mailed me saying that he had
come across where and when they were playing
and gave me that information."
Stiggy is short for Castiglione. "In the past,
my last name has always been too long for teach
ers to pronoimce. I had this one teacher who did
n't speak English very well so he just called me
Stiggy," Castiglione said. "Somehow it followed
me to college all the way from New Jersey, but
I've never introduced myself as Stiggy."

J

— 44

/ like that you can see other people'sj
opinions on different classes and
teacher, especially with GenEd's
because it gives you some insigh\
into which teachers to take.
—Sam Er^an

fjunior

59 _ '
As for the future, the fate of the site is dhrrently
up in the air. Castiglione said, "The site nas been
running very well for three years. I'm graduating
this year, and I don't want to take the si^ with me.
It needs to be run by someone at JMU.'
Currently, Stiggy.net continues tojbe a good
source for things going on in the Eprrisonburg
area. Anyone looking to promote a b^d, review a
class or just find something to do, is ^couraged to
check it out. If interested in taking nper or writing
for the Stiggy.net site, e-mef Stiggy at
stiggynet@stiggy.net.
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The Law Offices of Bruce D. Albertson, PLLC

WEA Super Savers On Sale!

Former Harrisonburg Prosecutor

Hundreds Of Titles To Choose From. Including These:

1

^B 1

^'J&^M 1

Hi

ti"» VaI

ROWMIM

m

mf

Puntt t, Tl. RinMIn

#$

0^
, ~y

*■(.

^ ,

Ntif Vrn« f

Wal Vatvil el tlilM fOl M utt isthiiiq tttfrj f*M

Tt» Wttti. tflfrt Vat MMIUW. Jeti MhMI
)•..< T«jh> Ifnl.H* N« n< urt »«t MM1
NEW ft USED

IN MARRISONBURO WITH STORES IH
CHARLOTTESVIILE AND RICHMOND TOO'

You may reach me at 540-438-1000
71 Court Square, Suite B
Harrisonburg

434-9999

-;■■ IUM NIMOTI Mm B WWII

KROGER SHOPPING CTR
1790-96 E. Market St.
Mon-Sat. 10-9, Sunday 12-6

Sign up for Pim 91 WMU* iIT»<" Spun Frtt
and Wt Donl Shtra Your Ad*au<
Email it al da»9«plaihiiuc com

itwimini wrw '"'■"■'■

ALCOHOL VIOLATIONS
SERIOUS FELONY OFFENSES
DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE
DRUG OFFENSES
TRAFFIC OFFENSES

WWW.PLAN9MUSIC.COM

Pheasant %un Vozimhomes

In real estate the 3 words are LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION,
but in TATTOOS & PIERCING there is only 1 word:

REPUTATION,
and that is what the staff of Painted Lady Tattoo &
Piercing have established in the last 5 years!

Front Door Parking, Beautifully Landscaped Yards

i

m
Great Room

'I'llMIIP
Eat In
Kitchen

Deck or Patio

A REPUTATION for clean work in a professional,
sterile environment at a fair price.
A REPUTATION for a friendly, experienced, and
knowledgeable staff.

4 'Bedroom Towvwmes,
Individual Leases,
and Roommate
Situations available

A REPUTATION for stability-while other shops
have come and gone, Painted Lady has stood the
test of time.

REPUTATION-there is NO SUBSTITUTE!

1

Pheasant %un Tozim/iomes lyy
-fc

OfOIITUMTV

Open Monday - Friday 10am-5pm
Call 801-0660, e-mail pheasant@pheasantrun.net,
or stop by 321 Pheasant Run Circle
View a map to our location or take a virtual tour on

i®[L®®DsOn.com

^Painted XaAij tattoo
200 fSoutn (f^AvL.
<zrfa.XT.lion.buxq
433-5t»2
Call for monthly Anniversary Specials
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"I urge the JMU community to step out of
their comfort zones so they can benefit from
the experience of being exposed to different
cultures."
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Docu-Film Fest
"Dogtown and Z Boys" was one of the documentaries playing in Grafton-Slovall Theatre this week.

VICTORIA JESSIE

UPB director of issues and cultural awareness

See story sags 14
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The Maasai Dance Troupe brought Wilton Hall alive Monday night with their unique style of tinging, dancing and chanting. The group wat formed by
Nicholas Slronka, organizer and spokesperson for "Friends of Slronka.' who traveled to rural Kenya to hold auditions In order to recruit the dancers.

PHOTOS HI KR '

li-Y

S\RAHSJ\MI/.\-.

Maasai troupe dances, chants, grooves
BY PATRICIA BRYAN

contributing writer
Wilson Hall came alive
with African traditions as the
Maasai dance troupe delivered
a captivating performance
sponsored by the University
Program Board to a packed
auditorium Monday night.
Nicholas Sironka, organizer and spokespeiion for
the "Friends of Sironka,"
introduced the performance
by emphasizing the importance of celebrating Hitter
ences by sharing unique cultures with one another. He
noted that the Masaai
express themselves through
their music, which honors
their rich history and the
many different stories that

make up their culture.
"The people who came
tonight now understand better what [the Masaai) culture
is than if they had read about
it in a book," Sironka said.
Sironka introduced MCh
segment with brief explanations of its cultural significance. The songs reflected
key aspects of the Masaai
culture, including the importance of motherruxK., rite-, or
passage, the process of
becoming a warrior, the
praise of cattle and the admiration of beautiful girls,
aviording te Sironka
From the moment the dan* |
troupe took the stage, it was
clear that the audience was in
for a fascinating performance.

-44Tilings like this definitely
get you to see the beauty
in other cultures.
-Heather Mitch
junior

5?
"I thought it was absolute
l\ amazing," junior Heather
Mitch said. "Things like this
definitely get you to see the
beauty in other cultures "
The
troupe
members
emerged from the Mrtafl M

bright splashes of color against
the plain black background,
chanting and moving to the
rhythm of their own voices.
The men wore tunics of
vivid red fabric decorated with
silver and gold ornaments
Red ochre had been used to
paint orange sinpvs across
their arms and legs, and their
bodies were adorned with
anklets, bracelets and layered
necklaces of intricate beadv\ ork. The lone woman wore a
brightly colored orange and
blue dress also set off by colorful bead work and a red and
white cape.
The troupe gradually made
its way downstage where they
presented themselves to the
audience, singing and dancing

Look hot when
the weather's cold
M< WILLIAMS
contributing writer
It's getting cold outside
and all over campus it's even
colder inside. That can ottlj
mean one thing; it's time to
turn up the heat
When walking fmm class to
class, a well-heated dorm mom
isn't going to do you any good.
The key is this — you need to
buy a coat Choosing a coat ban
important division, because
imce you have one, you run. III
for a full season. That's a hardcore long-term commitment
So today, in preparation for
your big division, I will go over
different coal stvtej and where
to find them. The thnv must
haves for a coat are I II should
match must of your wardrobe.
: II should he comfortable. 3. It
needs to look both dressy and
casual ilrpending upon what
you wear with it Knowing UuH
hen.' are some good and not-so
good examples
Business begins with Sah .iti we
Ferragamo's double-breasted
wool and alpaca io.il It's black.
sleek and hot Ml it Ufa* """'
leather gloves and you re gulden
(. l.issv enough fur wurk .ind play,
you'li rum heads everywhere
Remember, nothing is hotter than
seducing your boss Talk about
getting a MM
Now for MM leather The
leather,ombre', quad-puket /ipup fnwn Celine by Michael Kors
is incredible rhiscoat isportivt-

ly cut and distressed to make
even uglv people look good.
The 1920s apparenth ,ne
making a comeback. Moschino's
pink tweed and lace, mid-thigh
cu.it is cute, (nil».in be pulled off
by iwily a few. Only try if vou
think you're the- living IVIIK.II
nation ot Ilia I it/gcr.ild
If you're looking for a little
more structure in yuur lite trv
the military ... military
inspired fashion, that is
Designers Paul and |oe went
back to the Civil War just to
get this cuat: an eight gold
button, lined "frock io.it
( uniplete with told cording
on the sleeu-s, this authentic
w.ir coat will make anyone
look cool lor like a Civil War
geek vou chooM-i.
A more nvi-nt lixik would he
ihe knijues I ,ith i int.ige brown
velvet V-neck button-up llns
coat WOUld make anyone jealous Go out and get one tisi.u
and make all mil enemies cry.
t .uvs. Hew Stjratbb has a
stvlish 'KOs-inspm-d. /ip-up,
black and n-d Icatlicr laikei It
you were turned off by
Member's (>nlv |ackels Ivloiv
avoid this one.
The creme cordurov with
suede patches' boot H&M is the
oxilesl thing since sliced hre.nl
Originally worn as a blazer and
no\i- as a coat, you can't go
wrong with this one. unless
you're.i pnifessoi
The frosted cordumy pea-

she said. "1 urge the JMU community to step out of their comfort zones so they can benefit
from the experience of being
exposed to different cultures.."
Sironka said, "There is an
old Miring that carries the
message, 'Speak to me before
you beat me.' People must
learn to communicate with
each other in order to understand where different people
are coming from."
Jennifer Coffman, assistant
professor of anthropology,
who helped organize the event
summed up the night with the
saving. " lumeturahi mil
V\e re all \ery happy to have
had the chance to be here. I
think it's nfg to MV that we all
had quite a bit of fun."

"Cult" writer doesn't
fit into mainstream
"Fight Club " author disappoints

Selecting winter coats: long-term
commitment that's actually fun
BY RYAN

up and down the aisles The
atmosphere clearly was charged
with the energy and enthusiasm
erf the troupe, and the audience
responded with smiles and
laughter. Audience members
yielded to the infectious enthusiasm of the dancers and participated by jumping, moving and
chanting along with the dance
group, ending the night with a
standing ovation.
Sophomore Victoria Jessie.
UPB dinxtor of issues and cultural awareness, was ecsr.itu
about the turnout and felt that
students learned a lot by coming
out to see the performance. "I
think it's always good to introduce people to a different culture because there isn't enough
appreciation of one another,"

Despite its dark s.itire arul
destructive nature, there was
something awe-inspiring and
a*volutionary about the nihilistic manifesto, "Fight Club,"
author Chuck I'alahniuk's first
novel IVtailing the misadventures of disenfranchised middle-aged men as they set about
the destruction of societv, the
ne\el soon acquired the blessed
(or CUTMd] title ot "cult following," as if the titular club had

New York Times Bestseller lists
Mis latest novel, Lullaby," is
supposedly the author's first
trip into the realm of horror but
ends up proof that this narrative
voice is crumbling faster than
the societv his characters so
demonize. Where earlier novels
like the aforementioned "Fight
Club" and the less-than-worthv
"Choke" flirted with absurdity,
the\ remained grounded in
their gritty verisimilitude.

ftff'ffiings
Literary
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Senior Lauren Paradlie geU sassy when the temperature* drop In
her purple corduroy button-down coat from HAM.

co.il from (.ness is sharp. The
chunky corduroy, Sherpa trim
and button front gives vou
warmth as well as stvle So. il
vou're cold and alone, this coat
will solve all vour problems
OK, vou'll still he alone. hut .il
leasi you won t tnv/e to death.
The Radio Hipslei COM) In
Kenneth Cole provides a sleek
and handsome look for all
vou sweatshirt iddktl Trade
them in for this lightweight
dp ja.ket It looks good with
anything and is eas\ hi put

on So yes even the la/iest of
people can look nice
I Hie to the fashion constraints in Harrisonburg,
none of these coats are avail
able here. There are three
ways vou can go about getting one: Look online, lobby
tor better stores in the burg
or go to New York. I choose
option number three I 11
report my findings next
week. Happy Fall Break and
happy shopping!
Next Week: New York Faction.

by senior writer
Zak Salih
surfaced in small pivkets
anmnd the reading world. It
was a novel that probably
wouldn't have enjoyed its
admired rvception in a postSept. 11, 2001 world but the
voice of Palahniuk. with its
dark, secretive truths about the
late 20th century, was something that couldn't be ignored.
Ever since, Palahniuk has
.lehiil further and further into
the mainstream, away fn»m
cults and toward the more
organized n-ligion that is the

"lullaby." through its he.n \
reliance on the supernatural,
loses all this cherished ivaliMi
and gives itselt over wholeheartedly to the absunl
To illuminate further on tlv
plights of I'alahniuk's tale, (el us
t.ike a lixik at the n-quisitc plot
summary Hie novel's two primary ih.lt.i,lers (I hesitate to
use the word pnttagonist tor
reasons soon stated) an- Carl
Stre.itor and Helen Hoover
Boyle, both infused with the
sir SOUK. |««i-14
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'Z boys' show birth of new trends
BY CHLESEA WASHINGTON

MOkdAN klHII.vMfl/tfw.ruvrivWv
"Four Year* in Rushing- la a photograph by professional photographer Soon-hwa Oh. Oh's exhibit is entitled. "Darling."

REVIEW

contributing writer
"Dogtown and Z boys"
documentary film is more than
a simple portrait of early
extreme sports. This film is a
peek into the 1970's skateboard revolution and the subculture that it created.
Sport, style and attitude are
at the heart of "Dogtown," the
crumbling barrier of South
Santa Monica and Venice beach,
California. The Z boys are the
Zephr Skate Team, a group of
rebellious and aggressive
surfers who turned to skateboarding as an afternoon sport
when the waves blew out
Skateboarding had lost its popularity when they picked up on
it in the late 60s, so these kids
make the sport their own and
emulate surfers by riding local
asphalt playgrounds like waves.
They were an ethnically
diverse group of kids, mostly
from broken homes. To them,
anyone who lived above the
WiUhire Boulevard had money;
anyone below Wilshire wanted

money. This included the Z boys
who unofficially were adopted
by the owners of a local surf
shop. The skaters used the shop
as a clubhouse and a crumbling
Pacific Ocean Park amusement
pier as a place to showcase their
talents and snub commercial
surfing.
With the help of a prolonged drought the Z boys progressed from the local schoolyards to trespassing in emptied, sunken swimming pools
where they reinvented skateboard tricks. This is what made
Z boys, such as Jay Adams and
Tony Alva, local superstars.
They were dedicated to their
sport, sweeping out pools or
pumping them dry for a place
to perfect their skills.
"I think it's amazing that a
group of people could be so
passionate about carving out
their own way within the
sport," sophomore
Owen
Uscher said.
A 1975 national skateboard
contest plus a magazine article
by one of the surf shop owners

Dichotomy art Sour icing on the
Soon-hwa Oh's photographs show
culture of Korean women in America
BY KATIE KLEIN

contributing writer
Professional photographer
Soon-hwa Oh searches for her
mvn identity M J>.. portnyi the
lives and homes of other
women. In her series entitled,
"Darling," she explores the cultural ties of young Korean
women in the United States.
Photographing women in
their late 20s or early 30s, Oh
finds ethnic and personal characteristics in her subjects' home
environment. The models randomly were selected. The only
requirement was they emigrated
from Korea to the United States.
Oh said in her artist statement. "Women I photograph
came to the United States from
Korea in their 20s with hope of
becoming successful artists or
scholars and to find themselves in a way they could otherwise not have accomplished
because of the culturally
embedded values applied to
Korean women."
She explained that women
in Korea are pressured
toward marriage and only
can pursue a career after the
marrying age has passed.
Aesthetically, the photographs appear straightforward
and plain. The women stand
alone as the central focus of the
picture surrounded by minimal
ornaments from their home.
Their lifestyles and personalities are different, which can be
seen by the lavish or minlcst
furniture near them.
All of the scenes include
something of the women's her-

itage, like a piece of fabric or
wall decoration. These single
items add meaning because
they show that these women are
tied to each other with their
shared culture and how they are
striving to find themselves outride of that culture.
One striking photograph,
"Ten Years in Brooklyn," shows
a woman standing behind a
beautiful table in what appears
to be a foyer or hallway. A piece
of onental fabric lies on the table
by her. Her posture suggests her
defiance, pride and independence, perhaps because that small
piece of fabric connects her to
her former culture, one that stifled her individuality.
Another photograph shows
a woman sitting on the floor
with her back against a futon
couch. She wears a pink nightgown and her hair loosely tied
back. On the floor near her feet
are two red oriental mats, intricately designed with colorful
embroidery. Her expression,
eyes and posture look a«- it ihkfll
caught between two worlds,
two lives These characteristics
are shared by all of Oh's subjects. The dichotomy between
Korean and American cultures
is obvious, and her work communicates that she appears as
do the other women — torn.
Her photo exhibit will cover
the walls of Zirkle House's New
Image Gallery until Dec. 6.
Zirkle House Galleries are
open
Monday
through
Thursday from 12 to 5 p.m.
and Fridays and Saturdays
from 12 to 4p.m.

I\/I I Qto r I

proverbial cake

launched the Z boys and their
innovative style into the mainstream while they were still kids.
Before they grew up they had
changed youth culture forever
The key member of the filmmaking team was director Stacy
Peralta, one of the Z boy stars.
He captures the essence of the
"Dogtown"
experience.
Peralta's filmmaking is nearly
as good as his skating.
Combining archival home
footage with grainy black and
white interviews with the
skaters as adults, the movie
often looks like an underground
document. There are a dozen
smooth transitions within the
film, and at one point it looks
like the movie is burning up in
the projector as one scene shifts
to another. The movie is sprinkled with songs by Neil Young,
Iggy Pop and Jimi Hendrix and
goes back in time and tikes the
viewer along for the ride.
"I recognized a lot of the
songs and that added to the
overall feel of the film," junior
Kelley Boom said.
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Palahniuk's new book offers little
SOUR, from page ii
sense of disillusionment and
disappointment inherent in
all of Palahniuk's characters.
The former is an investigative journalist penning articles on Sudden Infant Death
Syndrome and the latter a
real estate agent who deals in
haunted houses. Both come
across a mysterious culling
song with the ability to kill
anyone who listens to it
(both characters' families
died as a result). After crossing paths and discovering
that the culling song resides
within an anthology entitled
"Poems and Rhymes From
Around the World," they
decide their mission is to traverse the continent, destroying every copy of the book
before others discover the
song's power.
Accompanying the couple
on their road trip are Helen's
Wiccan secretary Mona and
Oyster,
Mona's
nudist
boyfriend. Together the foursome form what Palahniuk
would like us to believe is
the new nuclear family, a
contradiction of morals and
attitudes that would make
for interesting reading if we
didn't spend so much time
hating the characters These
four individuals are less than
worthy of the reader's admiration, and yet they are not
anti-heroes either; I found it
hard to develop sympathy

for the characters' "heroic"
mission, especially considering that they randomly kill
people with the power of the
corrupt lullaby.
The novel's other aspects: a
mid-air love scene that borders on hilarity, a paramedic
with a penchant for necrophilia who becomes something of
an arch-nemesis to Carl
Streator and a plethora of
other magic spells made me
long for the more socio-political aspect of Palahniuk's early
writing instead of the hopelessness of "Lullaby." The
sour icing on the proverbial
cake comes when, at the
novel's ridiculous close, it
feels like we've been reading a
giant prologue; a prologue, no
less, that segues into a global
battle that quite possibly
would have been more worthy of the reader's attention.
"Power
corrupts."
Palahniuk
writes.
"And
absolute power corrupts
absolutely."
Corruption
abounds in "Lullaby," yet it
is ultimately a tale of corruption without power, without
sufficient release, regardless
of how the author tries to
persuade us otherwise. It is a
novel that only the most diehard
illuminati
of
Palahniuk's cult will enjoy, a
novel that, after the last page
is turned, makes one feel
hopeless, depressed and desperate for a lighter read.

W te f r thc Style section
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Get a Jump Start on your Career
1st Gear— Go to UREC and inquire about a fob
2nd Gear — Get an application from the UREC
Welcome Center
3rd Gear —Fill out the application
4th Gear — Drop off the application at the
UREC Welcome Center
5th Gear — Speed towards opportunity

] Opportunities:
Recreation Assistants, Site Managers, Officials, Fitness Instructors,
Equipment Center Service Assistants, EMT, Lifeguards,
Aquatic Instructors, Member Services Assistants,
Marketing Assistants, and Office Assistants.

For more information call 8-8734 or visit the Welcome
Center or our website www.jmu.edu/recreition

••

"Dogtown" will stir anyone
interested vaguely in skateboarding as a sport or pop culture phenomena.
"Being a surfer and a long
boarder myself, this documentary shows how closely related
the two sports really are,"
sophomore Sameer Kalyani
said. "I guess this is why learning how to long board after
learning how to surf was so
easy."
Even those with no interest
in skateboarding will get
sucked into the film from a
sociological standpoint. The
significance of the Z boys influence on everything from MTV
to ESPN cannot be underestimated, and this movie provides
the birth of so many trends that
still thrive. This flick is about as
cool and entertaining as a documentary can get.
"Dogtown and Z boys" is a
nationally-renowned documentary that was shown in GraftonStovall Theatre Tuesday and
Wednesday as part of the third
annual Virgina Docu-Film Fest.
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The Biltmore
Thun.i Myson DJ
.Saturday! Andy Ualktger

CALHOJN's
Oktober Fest Friday and Saturday
special menu and drinks!

Highlawn Pavillion
Tham Ladies night
Tuesj DJ Tick Tock

Dave's Downtown Taverna
Sun.i Open Mic Night
Sat. 26i Andrew McKnight

Marnrrree* par 4 #iW
Sat.: Mettalka Tribute 17
Wed.i Lloyd Dobler Effect f 6

The Artful dodger
Thurs. 8 p.m.i Acoustic Cafe
Wed.i Inner City Life

The Little Grill
Fri. 9 p.m.: Ben Arthur
Sat. 9 p.mj Charlottrsville Community Drum Choir

AIIMAI
Thurs. 9iJ0 p.m.i Karaoke
Fri. 7.30 p.m. i Trace Adkins 13 5

FINNIGAN'S COVE
Thurs 9 p.m.i Jon Frit*
Tuet. 9 p.m.: Jimmy O

Wed.: Todd Schkbttch 10 p.m.

causc its the COOL thi

BreezeStvleG liotntail.com

»g to do!
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THE PEN
IS MIGHTIER

'They run an offense that I think we
should be able to handle."

■ Langford places third

SPORTS
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Junior Jay me Langford palced third
overall as the Dukes finished fifth at
the Lady Pirate Intercollegiate.

KWYNN WALTON

sophomore linebacker

St« story Maw

SM

story Mlow

FOOTBALL

looks to end slide Saturday
No one JMU
Dukes search for first win against Spiders since 2000 season
likes a
whiner
BY DRKW WILSON

In sports, no one is more
hated than the whiner
Anyone reading this knows
the type of person I'm talking
about — they're the ones on
the court or on the field who
almost always moan and complain about every single call,
unless of course, the calls happen to go their way.
In pick-up basketball tliev II
change the score a dozen times
until they feel
then torn hat
a comfortable
lead, while in
two-hand
touch fix>tball
they'll start
enforcing
penalties such
as false -.tart
or unsportsDAN
manlike conduct, which
BOWMAN
under normal
reteree-less circumstances
wouldn't ettot Even in beer
pong, if they find themselves in
a rut, sudden "house rules" will
pop up out of nowhere and
magically carry them to victory.
1 thought I'd seen it all when
it came to whiners in sports, but
last Saturday absolutely takes
the cake. University of Delaware
football coach ICC Keeler could
not have been more Aumtai
in the post-game press conference after last week's BUM
against JMU, and the sad thing
is, his team won.
Keeler went on a tirade
against the officiats, calling
many of their judgments ridiculous, while at the same time
praising his boys for playing
perfectly honest football. Yeah
right, coach. In one situation,
Keeler even induvctly admitted
to his team breaking the rules on
a snapping penalty, yet had the
audacity to criticize the officials
for calling him on it.
"It was a situation, and this is
going to be a rule change I'm
sure for next year, their kid wasn't getting in his stance," Keeler
said after Saturday's win. "He
was on his side trying to swat
see NOTORIOUS, page 18

sports editor
Looking to rebound from its current three-game losing streak, the
1 hikes travel to face the Ulrivtull) I i
Richmond Saturday. Although the
Spiders are currently 1-4 (1-2 in the
Atlantic 10), recent history shows any
matchup
between
JMU and
Richmond is a hard-fought battle.
"Coaches in our league comment
to me at the end of the season on how
they are impressed with how hard
Richmond plays against us compared
to how they play against other peou h Mickey Matthews said.
The past two seasons, the
Spiders have come out on top last
season. Richmond held off a JMU
rally to top the Dukes 20-17 in
Harrisonburg. In 2000, Richmond
toppled JMU 21-2 in Richmond
According to Matthews, this year's
game is important for both teams

"It's a very big game for
Richmond, but it's a big game for us
too," Matthews said. "We've had
very good games against Richmond
in the three years I've been here, and
I'm sure this will be a very tough
game I ike the rest of them have been."
The Spiders come into this weekend with the worst scoring offense in
the conference, averaging only 12.2
points per game The Spiders also
have the worst total offense in the A10, averaging 304.0 yards per game.
"I still think they're trying to find
themselves offensively and that's
hurt them and why their record is
what
it
is," Matthews said.
"Historically they've been a verv
good defensive team and once again
they're very good on defense. They
run a wishbone offense and they have
a new offensive coordinator and
they've struggled some offensively
and that's the reason for their record."

Sophomore linebacker Kwynn
Walton said the Dukes should be able
to control Richmond's offense.
"They run an offense that I think
we should be able to handle,"
Walton said. "It's pretty basic ... their
offense is not hard to figure out.
Defensively we have a real good plan
for them.
The JMU defense will play without red-shirt junior middle linebacker
Dennard Melton, who dislocated his
elbow last weekend against the
University of Delaware. Although
Melton will be missed, Walton said
freshman linebacker Isai Bradshaw
should fill in fine.
Is.il played a little bit of middle
earlier in the season and some during
spring," Walton said. "It's not really
going to be a big change, but all Isai
needs to do is just step it up and play
$eeLEZOTTE,pagel7

WOMEN'S GOLF

James Madison University
at the University of Richmond
UR Stadium, Richmond, Saturday at 6 p.m
Tale of
the tape
(per game)

*
165.4
138.6
304.0
12.2
180.6
222.4
403.0
23.6
15
12

Rushing Offense
Passing Offense
Total Offense
Scoring Offense
Rushing Defense
Passing Defense
Total Defense
Scoring Defense
Giveaways
Takeaways

176.0
169.1
345.1
18.6
96.9
224.5
321.4
21.3
15
11

HILhCRAItlKV/hrH- MMw.

MEN'S GOLF

finishes ninth
Langford places third JMU
at River Landing
Junior Jayme Langford places third overall at
Lady Pirate Intercollegiate\ Dukes finish fifth
By DAN BOWMAN
assistant sports editor
The women's golf team
placed fifth overall at the Lady
Pirate Intercollegiate Tuesday.
Junior Jayme l-angford was
the Dukes' top hnisher. placing third overall with I 76-7272-220. Senior Jessica Lewis
finished in a he for Uth place,
shooting 75-78-74-227.
Coach Paul Gooden said
while there were some good
individual
efforts,
he
thought the team overall
could have done a better job
"We had some real high
points and yet we had some
kind of low points," Gooden
said. "Jayme Langford played
great. She's starting ti> really
play well, Jessie .i I ew is kind of
played steady We just didn't
get that fourth score that we
needed. We had some big

numbers on holes.
"We kind of preach all the
time that if you mess up, just
get a bogey and get out of

-44We had some real
high points and yet
we had some kind of
low points.
— Paul Gooden
golf coach

-95
then'. Well, we were making
doubles and some triples and
some quads and when you
start throwing away that many
strokes on just one hole that

really hurts."
Sophomore Carol Green
was the next highest finisher
for the Dukes, carding an 8084-79-243, tying for 43rd.
Gooden said although his
team somewhat struggled in
this tournament, he thinks it
can keep its composure for
the long haul.
"We're trying to position
ourselves for the NCAA,
and we've let a few teams
beat us that, when you start
looking at wins and losses,
they probably shouldn't
beat us," Gooden said. "I
don't think it's a killer
though. I think we can
regroup."
JMU travels to Southern
Pines, NC to compete in the
Pine Needles Invitational
Nov. 4.

BY DAN BOWMAN

assistant sports editor
The men's golf team placed
ninth at the River Landing
Intercollegiate golf tournament
Oct. 14 and 15. Junior Jay
Woodson was the Dukes' top
finisher, placing 12th overall,
shooting 72-75-74-221.
Coach Paul Gooden said he
thought the nerves attributed
to his team's shaky perform-

ance in the tournament.
"We just had too many people on too many holes getting
big numbers," Gooden said.
"It's not that they played that
bad overall, because everyone
played pretty decent.
"I think the biggest thing
that we've got to keep working
on is our confidence. When
see DUKES, page 17

WOMEN'S SOCCER

Dukes fall to Cavaliers
U.Va. 's five first-half goals too much for JMU to overcome

C.wncsy of ihc l'niv«MI> i>f IXrlawarc
gunc propm
University of Delaware coach
K.C. Keeler complained alter
Mi team beat JMU Saturday.

The women's soccer team
fell
to
in-state
rival
I nnersity of Virginia 7-3
Tuesday in Charlottes Hie
The Cavaliers scored four
goals in the first 20 minutes
to jump out ahead of the
l mk.es 4-0.
Irishman forward Kim
Argy got the Dukes on the
board in the 31st minute,
scoring on a breakaway to
cut the lead back down to
three goals.

Before the end of the
half,
the
Cavaliers
Tuesday
got the goal
nviu
J1V,U
back to take
a 5-1 lead at
3
the halt
U.Va.
Argy
*
scored again
'
in the 75th
minute on an unassisted shot to
pull JMU to withing 5-2 midway through the second half.
Red-shirt sophomore for-

ward
Christy
Metzker
scored two minutes later on
a long shot over the U.Va.
goaltender.
The Cavaliers added two
more goals in the second
half to finish off the Dukes
JMU falls to 7-5-3 on the
season and returns to action
at home Friday against the
University
of
North
Carolina-Wilmington. Game
time is set for 7 p.m.
— from staff reports

Sophomore Jalro Irreno teas off on the seventh hole during
the JMU Invitational earlier thlt yaar. Irreno tied for 59th
place this week at the River Landing Invitational.

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL

NFL

Series a wild West showdown

Bulger gives
Rams fresh start

BY KIN DALKY

Kniftht Ridder Tribune
I ndflf the playoff form.it ot I
few yean, ago, neither the San
i randaoo Gianfi nor the
Anaheim Angels would be
preparing to open the 96th
World Series this Saturday.
Bui after an unpn-dutable
postseason in which baseballs
three winningest teams wen.'
eliminated in the first ntund and
two more division winners
wen- toppled in the second, the
final series will be a Kittle of
Wild Tilings
For the first time, two
teams that COUld not win their
ow it divisions will compete tor
baseball's world championship. That could not have
happened before 1995, the tirst

year baseball let wild-card
teams into the plavott hunt
I was (or it." Angels manager Mike Scioscia said of the tor
mat change As long as it's limited to four teams in each league.
I think it's gn*at for the game
Not surprisingly, many
wild-card fans were at the
Angels' workout Tuesday at
Fdison Plaid
I love the wild card. It's
great," said Jarmd Washbum,
the Angels left-hander grinning
Hi toear alter being named
Saturday's (iame 1 starter. "Hey,
the Giants are a great team, I
know we're a great team, and
once you get into the plavotts
it's fair game. The Giants got hot
and we got hot, so we'll be playing to see who wins it all."

For years, baseball resisted
the television-driven temptation to add more teams and

-44The Giants got hot and
we got hot, so we'll be
playing to see who
wins it all.
— Jarrod Washbum
Angels pitcher

59
tiers to its playoffs. Unlike
football, basketball and hockey, it remained the only major
sport requiring a first-place

finish for playoff eligibility.
That wall came down in
1994, when commissioner Bud
Selig convinced owners to adopt
a new postseason format of six
division winners and two wildcard clubs. Each league split
fmm two divisions to three that
year, but the playoffs were
wiped out by a players strike.
Another strike narrowly was
averted this year at the end of
August. And no one is more
thankful than the players and
fans of these two long-suffering
t .llitomta teams
The Angels will be making
the first World Series appearance in the 42-year history of
their franchise. They leave
tee BASEBAU., page 17

BY LI-ONAKD SHAPIRO

The Washinnton Post
It was going 10 K' I pleas
anl fall afternoon for St. Louis
Rams quarterback Man- Bulger
and his girlfriend Carina. The
team had Moiulav off" after
upsetting the previously
unbeaten Oakland Raiders on
Sunday, so a visit to the
l iiH-ple\ and an early diniui
out were on their schedule,
until Bulger arrived at the
Rams practice facility Monday
morning for treatment and a
little weight lifting, and discovered his life had changed.
"They handed me a list of
things they want me to do,"
Bulger said "A bunch of radio
stations want to talk to me l\e

got interviews. I'm gonna be
on that Best Damn Sports
Show' I don't think we're
going to the movies.
Instead, Bulger is the featured attraction this week, starring in his own production of
"The Man Who Saved The
Season." He'll try to produce a
sequel Sunday when the Rams
eight months removed from a
Super Bowl loss, host the
Scant Seahawks and try to
build on their first victory after
an 0-S Mart
Ranis Coach Mike Mart/
announced
Monday that
Bulger will start Sunday, saying "when a guy has played as
MC RAMS, page 18
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LESSON #1. HELP THE ENVIRONMENT...
WASH AT A PROFESSIONAL CAR WASH!

STYL
HAIR SALON

?em&mm

'elcomes...
Jackie

Maria

1926 Devrle Av»
(just off University Blvd)
Touch free automatic
4 Self service bays
Spot Free nnse
6 Vacuums
Upholstery shampooer
Fragrance machine
433-9090

Call today for your appointment!

574-0808
Hours:
Mon-Fri 10am-6pm
Sat

3171 S Miln St
(next to Charlie Obaugh)
2 Touch free automatics
(credit cards accepted)
6 Self service bays
Spot Free rinse
8 Vacuums
2 Interior detail centers
433-5800

10am-4pm

1037 Port Republic Rd
Food Lion Shopping Center

Specializing in
braids, cornrows,
box braids,
micros & twists

Specializing in
special effects
color & cuts

Olde Mill Village

"It's more laid-back over here...and
you can't beat the price and location."
-Current tenant, on why he renewed his lease.
*****

"This is great! This is definitely a
best kept secret'."
-Current tenant, on first seeing an apartment at Olde Mill Village
*****

Free ethernet, cable, and
phone service in each room!
Now taking reservations for the 2003-2004 school year.
Office hours: 9 am-12 noon, 1:30-5 pm Monday through Friday,
10 am-2 pm Saturday
11-A South Ave.
432-9502
www.oldemillvilIage.com
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A Teak?
All Black and white copies on 81/2* 11 ^

Orange paper onfy8C

Copy Centers
Main
Medical Arts
Suite 31
X83263

CISAT
HHS Building
Room 1002
X8873I

Lamination, Binding, Digital Output from Disk or E-mail, Color copies only 69<
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LeZotte to
play against
Richmond
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PICKS
OF

lf.207TE.from f>age 15
like he normally plays."
However, red-shirt sophomore quarterback Matt I*Zotte
will play despite leaving
Saturday's game with a right
elbow injury
"Mitt's fine," Matthews
s.iid 'I It just gets it (flfioad in
the game and he has to come
out for a while It's very vnsi
tive, almost to the touch. So you
can imagine when he hits
someone, there's no telling how
much pain he's in."
For the Dukes to end their
slide, they will need to
improve their offense from a
game ago, amounting only M
rushing v.mk
The Dukes also will need its
special teams to Continue Ma
strong play. The Dukes bad the
A-10 with seven blocked kicks
this season.
"Our special teams have
been excellent this year, borderline on being super," Matthews
said. "They've kept us in a lot
of ball games."
Just like last year's game,
Matthews expects this to N
another dose one.
'1 think it's I doM matchup,"
Matthews said. It will go down
to the fourth quarter."
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Week # 8

Travis Cllngenpeel
managing editor

Dan Bowman
asst. (ports editor

10-1
.727

52-25
6-5
.675

Season total
Last week. .
Winning percentage.

I Iowa State at Oklahoma
Washington at USC
Texas at Kansas State
Notre Dame at Air Force
UMass at Vfllanova

Oklahoma
USC
Texas
Notre Dame
Villanova

Oklahoma
USC
Kansas State
Notre Dame
Villanova

Oklahoma
Washington
Kansas State
Air Force
Villanova

JMU at Richmond

■
Guest
Predictor

0

THE
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Jeanine Gajewski
da boss
43-33
6-3
.558

Fargo
muetvstyle
50-27
7-4

649

Oklahoma
USC
Texas
Notre Dame
Villanova

Iowa State
Washington
Kansas State
Air Force
UMass

Carolina
St. Louis
New Orleans
Tampa Bay
N.Y. Jets

Carolina
St. Louis
San Francisco
Tampa Bay
N.Y. Jets

Richmond

Carolina at Atlanta
Seattle at St. Louis
San Francisco at New Oleans
Tampa Bay at Philadelphia
Minnesota at N.Y. Jets

Atlanta
St. Louis
New Orleans
Tampa Bay
N.Y. Jets

Atlanta
St. Louis
New Orleans
Tampa Bay
Minnesota

Carolina
St. Louis
New Orleans
Philadelphia
N.Y. Jets

Alter shooting his way to the top, Popeye hit a wall, HOW the mighty have fallen leapfrogging Popeye is Wilson, who reeled off a 9- 2 week to
falling all the way back to third with a horrendous 6-5 week.
pull into second place. Word is that Wilson downloade_
nloaded ..his own
With such an embarrassing record, Popeye has gone into hiding, changing version of the Queen hit for later use. Question is, will he get the chance to plav it?
1his
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identity to Olive Oil. Either that, of he figured it worked for the Real
With her best week to date, da boss is happier than ever. As the criticism
Deal, so why not for him'
from her professors decreases, her chances of catching up to the pack are still
Meanwhile, the Real Deal is basking in the glory with ,i grin that would
slim. However, anything can happen. Stay tuned.
make the Cheshire cat in Alice in Wonderland jealous. Other Picks of the
Joining the roster this week is Fargo. We know style is her thing, but can she
Week pltyotl havt began to hear a louder version of "1 am the champion"
cross over to the sports side? The transition is often tough, .is (. heech found out
this week Me retains his goldie locks after his 10-1 week, fetUlM th.it losing
last year (she finished tttt among the POTW regulars). She thinks she can do it,
the wig would be bad luck.
and who's to blame her? Mow hard can it be if da boss is above .500, right1

Baseball fans California dreaming j Dukes shaky at River
Angels, Giants prepare for first all-California series since W Fall Classic
BASEBALL, from page 15
behind their 1961 expansion
brethren — the Washington
Senators who became the
Texas Rangers — as the franchise that has gone the
longest since inception without winning a pennant
The Giants are in their first
World Series since the earthquake-marred 1989 loss to
Oakland They have not won
a World Series since 1954, a
48-year drought exceeded
only by the Chicago Cubs (94
years), Chicago White Sox
(85),
Boston
(84)
and
Cleveland (54)
San Francisco fans are

deeply appreciative of the
wild card, especially after
seeing their 1993 team win
103 games under the old system, and miss the playoffs
because Atlanta won 104 to
take the division title.
"I think the biggest thing
is it adds a lot of enthusiasm
for the fans, because you've
got that extra chance to get
in," Angels closer Troy
IVmval said. "You look at
our division, where you've
got one of the best records in
baseball in front of us
(Oakland went 103-59 to win
the AL West), there's only so
much you can do. The wild

card has been great both for
us and for San Francisco."
The Angels finished the
season
with
baseball's
fourth-best record (99-63),
but a decade earlier would
have missed the playoffs
despite that club record for
wins. The Giants went 95-66,
finishing 2 1/2 games behind
Arizona with a record that
would have placed them
third in the AL West.
"It says a lot about each
division," said Anaheim
second
baseman
Adam
Kennedy, MVP of the AL
Championship
Series.
"The West, for each league.

was pretty tough."
If not for that wild-card
safety net, these teams would
have perished in September.
Instead, they have joined two
previous wild-card clubs that
reached the World Series. The
Florida Marlins won it all in
1997; the New York Mets fell
to the crosstowr. Yankees in
the Subway Series of 2000.
"I think once you get in
the playoffs, you can forget
how you got there," Scioscia
said. "Whether it's a wild
card or you won your division by one game or by 30
games, it becomes academic.
It's ■ new season."

Landing Tournament
DUKES, from page 15

didn't do anything spectacular on the golf course to

you're out on the golf course
to try not to get antsy, you
know, don't press, don't
panic, try to keep your cool a
little bit better"
The University of North
Carolina-Wilmington,
the
host team, won the tournament, shooting 855 as a
team overall.
UNC-VV
golfers Tony
DiBitetto and Derek Brown
placed first and second
respectively
for
the
Seahawks as well as for the
tournament,
however
Gooden said he felt the
other teams participating

win big.
"The other teams were
shooting normally what
they shoot, we just shot a
little higher than what we
should," Gooden said. "In
golf there's no defense,
nobody there to tackle you,
so you're kind of your own
worst enemy out there. So
you can't really go by what
another team does."
JMU doesn't compete
again until Oct. 22, when
the
Dukes
travel
to
Scarsdale, NY to compete
at the Tillinghast.

FEEUNG SPIRITUALLY DISCONNECTEDP
"We respect the inherent worth and dignity of every person."
We provide an atmosphere to assist you in
realizing your own spiritual path.
For further information about JMU campus meetings,
contact Merle Wenger mrfum@msn.com

Harrisonburg Unitarian Universalists
TAKE 33 WEST 5 MILES TO DALE ENTERPRISE
http://HUUweb.orn

Plume: 867-0073

Sunday Worship 10:30 AM

prcflpn^
inr BAR!
ICE CRKAM

Jlavorofthe
Week:

Banana
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Downfown: 433-3917
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Admission $5.00

Bus Parking Available
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Harrisonburg 10 miler
& 5k Race
1:00 p.m. on Sunday, November 3, 2002
James Madison I'niversify Convocation Center
Proceeds bcnefil the Stumers Hospitals for Children and the JMU Track Program
r omr run Urn certified Kl-mile and.« am through Ihe rolling hills ojjamn Madiwn University and Ihr
(m ol Harrisonburg, \a. The count is MO percent paved and ends I.SSIDI Ihr J\lt ( omocalion I cmer
awards
aye categories
the dot tans n OM otvtsioai !'»& undo. 20
RftgillM 60 min- For ihc lOnfta i' ' 1
' lill.M
utes before the I nule and lirnuk' tinislut\ujrtH 10 (he rinttrto in (he 70jnd ma ,li» i
i
lit: $300;2nd: $200;
p in ttafl lor both
3rd: SI00
races 90 minutes
Register on line at:
» vtw.rumtashington.eum
www.valleytrack.org

From JMU, lake Port republic Rd., pass Cross Keys Rd/Rle. 276 Intersection.
Go 3 5 miles and turn left orl Pineville Rd. Go 1.8 mi and turn right
on Valley View Rd. Go 1 mile and corndeld is on right.
From Rt.33, from'Harrisonburg turn right on Lawyer Rd.
From Elkton turn left on Lawyer Rd. go 2.4 mi. and turn right on
Pineville Rd. Go 0.8 mi. and turn left on Valley View Rd. Go 1 mile.
From Rt. 340, turn west onto Port Republic Rd. go 1.6 mi. and turn
J
right on Lawyer Rd Go 2.3 mi and turn on goods Mill Rd.
Go 0.5 miles and turn right on Longley Rd. Go 0.5 miles.

Get Second
Half Off!

2nd Annual

(ffeU
*■

Buy One Combo Meal. '

i

Jump on your broomstick and come to the

October 25, 26, 30, 31,1, 2
Open 7:oo-n:oopm

[*: i

^registering on
race day.
CMAMPIONCHIP

RACE

TIMING SYSTEM.

special road information

T-shirts

PIMM note then: will be |unt;il andAtf total road clt— "f IMdAc AMU i»n
campus and throughout Harmontnitj: between 12 noon and ' M) p in MotOriMl
should he ftlMI toi altered milk pttMM Mf runner* during ihc race Refer to ihc
MJWM «*» \.iHe>irackonj fnrtpciilu vircel inl'onit.iii.n

CELEBREX^

.amsprtiis

■ alliiinl

a ifjullU
TRACK

dressing rooms
showers

a*5"O

ArBEXTRX

j'' MflMrS

(■real post race fond
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SPORTS

Notorious whiner has storied history of complaints

Rams look to get back on track

Solid coach has questionable judgement Third-string quarterback Bolger makes the most of opportunity
SOTORIOVS. from page 15

tute a penalty, and added that he
was simply taking measures into
his own hands to prevent his
team from being effected by
those actions.
"The big thing we were doing,
did you see us slapping their center 's hands?" Matthews said.
"We told the officials before the
game that we saw in pregame
that their deep snapper was picking the ball up. So we told Sid
(Evans) as soon as he picks up the
ball, hit it. 1 think we got two of
them and we finally got the one
that was the bad one. [The officials) wafched it real close, they
knew we were doing it."
Keeler though, has a history
of whining. In fact, it wasn't
even a year ago when the
school he coached previously.
Division III Rowan University,
lost on a bad call regarding
clock
management
to
Bridgewater College, denying
the Profs a second trip in three
years to the Stagg Bowl — the
national championship for
Division III college football.
Rowan probably should have
gone to the Stagg Bowl, however, Keeler went overboard with
his incessant complaining
about the call, dragging the
issue out for months before he
finally gave up attempting to
get the call overturned.
Now I'm not saying that
Keeler is a bad coach — his 92-241 all-time career coaching record
speaks for itself. But nobody likes
a whiner, especially when it's
accompanied by the big cheese.

the ball
"It's just ridiculous — it was
a bad situation. We thought it
was a legal snap and we
thought we had a first down
there. And they called an illegal
snap and said he moved the ball
forward. It's an impossible call
to make. Mickey [Matthews)
saw something in our films,
God bless him."

Keeler went overboard
with his incessant
complaining about the
call, dragging the issue
out for months before
he finally gave up...
Mickey saw something in the
films? If Matthews saw something in their films, wouldn't
that imply that Keeler knew that
what he was doing was against
the rules? And if that's the case,
then wouldn't that make Keeler
nothing but a hypocrite?
Matthews, on the other hand,
came right out and admitted to
swiping the ball, something
Keeler likely would never do.
Prior to Keeler's statement,
Matthews said he had noticed
Keeler's long snapper picking
the ball up, which would consti-

RAMS, from page 15

well as he did, you almost have
to let him do it again."
Bulger, 25, and earning the
league-mini mum $303,000, is an
unlikely hero. He was cut in
camp by New Orleans after the
Saints used a sixth-round pick
to draft him out of West Virginia
in 2000. He had stints on the
practice squads of the Falcons
and Rams before re-signing in
St. Louis in 2001 Last year, he
was inactive all season, and
coming into camp in July, Mart?
said publicly the No. 3 quarterback spot was wide open.
Naming Bulger to start wasn't exactly a challenge for
Marty Warner's expected to be
out until December with a broken pinkie on his throwing
hand. Backup Jamie Martin
badly bruised his knee the week
before in a loss to the 49ers.
Bulger learned Friday that he'd
make his first regular season
start against the Raiders.
"Early in the week, we
talked about the possibility,"
Bulger said. "Jamie's knee
looked pretty bad, so I knew I
had a chance and I prepared like
I was going to start. When they
told me Friday, it was not that
big a shock. I was just real excited about it. I knew we needed a
win, but at the same time we
were also 0-5, so there wasn't
really a lot of pressure. I could
just go out and wing it and play
to win. I just tried hard not to
think much about it, to tell you
the truth."

Charlottesvtlle's Favorite Restaurant
Coming to Harrisonburg

_ A ■■ J

Bulger's first series began at
the Rams 3-yard line after the
defense's goal-line stand. "My
mind was going so fast, I don't
think I even noticed where we
were," Bulger said. "I had
enough reasons to be nervous, I
didn't think anything could
make me more nervous than I
already was."

No NFL team has
made the playoffs after
an 0-5 start, but the
Rams now are talking
bravely about
achieving that goal.
Martz made it easy by calling four straight running plays
to Marshall Faulk before sending Bulger back to pass at the
Rams 15. He hit Isaac Bruce for
a 17-yard gain and a first down,
then threw again to Torry Holt
for a 50-yard pickup. Three
plays later, he slid away from
pressure and tossed a sevenyard touchdown pass to Bruce.
The drive covered 97 yards on
nine plays, and in the 51 /2 minutes it took to score, Bulger's
poise and confidence increased
with each snap of the ball.
By the end of the game he'd
completed 14 of 21 passes for

186 yards, three touchdowns
and no interceptions. He scored
on a one-yard sneak and on the
previous play, an improvised
32-yard Faulk run, Bulger threw
a block that got Faulk inches
from the goal line.
It was quite a performance
for the unassuming Pittsburgh
native who only started playing
football at 15 He broke his collarbone as a sophomore in his
first game, missing the rest of
the season, and never played as
a junior at Central Catholic
High, where Dan Marino once
starred. He performed well
enough as a.senior, however, to
get scholarship offers from
Maryland, Virginia Tech and
West Virginia.
He chose to play for the
Mountaineers, only an hour
from home. His father, James,
had played quarterback at Notre
Dame in 1970-71, but he never
pushed Marc to play. As a
youngster, Bulger played basketball, baseball and golf, and tried
out for football simply to see if he
had any talent. He demonstrated
he had plenty at West Virginia,
winning the starting job as a
sophomore and eventually setting 25 school records.
"The one thing we always
hung on was his junior year at
West Virginia" when Bulger
completed 65 percent of his
passes and threw for 31 touchdowns, Martz said. "He's got an
unbelievably strong arm, and
he's very accurate on his deep
throws. He also gets rid of it

quick. The thing Marc had to do
was learn what we do and be
comfortable with it."
Martz said he also like*, hi*demeanor, especially during
preseason when he saw considerable action. Martz makes it a
point to get in a young quarterback's face, and the coach has
said when they start snapping
back at him, they've passed the
test, and he eases off.
"He was tough on me in the
preseason." Bulger said. "But in
preparing me last week, he was
more teacher than disciplinarian. If I made mistakes, he'd correct them, but there was no
shouting or anything like that."
Warner also has been an ally
and often was the first to congratulate him after a big play
Sunday. "That's the way he's
been the whole two years I've
been here," Bulger said. "Even
when I was running the scout
te,un. he'd correct things I wasn't doing right."
"I thought he was pretty
awesome," Warner said Sunday.
"He was poised and confident
He just relaxed and played, and
it was fun to watch him come
out there and do what he did.
Now we have to keep things
going. We have to get on a run
and put ourselves back in the
thick of things. No question
about it, this would be one way
to make history "
No NFI team has made the
playoffs after an 0-5 start, but
the Rams now are talking bravely about achieving that goal.

COLLEGE PARK - ASHBV CROSSING

*J»W l\,m\%

Now Booking
Holiday Parties
& After Hours Parties
Private Banquest Rooms

Now Open
Port Republic Rd and 1-81

Call 540-442-8550

Formerly Shenandoah Grille

ATTENTION
STUDENTS!
Information regarding
Homecoming Football Tickets!

ADVANCED TICKETS REQUIRED!
lickcts may be picked up Monday - Friday, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.,
from the Athletic Ticket Office at the Convocation Center
or on October 23, 10 a.m. - 4 p.m., at the Warren Hall Patio!

Dude, where are
we gonna park??

Must have your JACard. Only one ticket per JACard.

NO BUDDY PASSES!

Homecoming
vs.
October 26 Bridgeforth Stadium 3:00 p.m.

It's where everyone wants to be.
We're now accepting applications for next fall.
Come in early and reserve a spot in the building you want!

Questions: Call 568-3853
_r^f For schedules, scores, tickets
^''vCand more, go to... ^

frrr7ff

1

iur-

1191 Devon Lane
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
432-1001
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FOR RENT
PARK APARTMENTS
1.2, Jk 3 bedreean
pntvMfd for beet.
(••kint A h»I waii-r

CM

OpiiMforALL UTILITY
Inclnton
< orjmf jlr ■pt.rtmi ill
kom» ■tellable
Short I*tm kun optlanal
Pel InrnilU community
Call (540) 431-2621
P«*gwlinner «wuHk«*Ani
Equal Homing Opportunity
1

Failing Cramp** ? Compare our
spacious houses, duplexes and
apartments. See pnoios. prices
and current avariaoihty for 3003 •
2004 at www.cmmproptrty.com.

10 - 12 ■etfreem House • 3 4

Ch*ek Out Our Sensational 70a
Rachl &ft & Thnft, 227 N Mem

Werrte*- Home Renovation Help
Call 56S81B3 (w) or 8335128 (h)

ISM Hor4a CMV a AWD • silver,
with axtras. excellent condition.
115,000 miles. Below NADA at
$10,900. OBC 132 1018. *xt. 4
(daytime); Ctv.s.

■way Martiettaaj Office • looking for
dependable, mature, sell motivated
people to contact our VIP
customers. Part-time evenings.
Good
phone
voice
and
communication skills S must
Hourly plus bonus. Call 43*7290.

1SS5 Fore Contour 5 speed V6
84,000 miles, great shape, new
tires, battery. Perfect student car!
$4,305. best offer 8799947.
••• Hoed* CM* Coep - 102.000
miles. CD player, subwoofer.
excellent condition. Must sell to
take fob out west 433-9162
Massanutten Tlroe Mare • 4th
week Sept, 1st week Oct. Sleeps
8. full kitchen, jaeu/zi. sauna.
double deck. $5,000/wk.. o.b.o.
703255-4712.
» N - 4VV0. 3 Inch
Itft, good conditwn, great lor fourwheeling, $2,500. or best olfer.
Call 54O43&0681

baths. 16S N. High. Individual/
group. Immedtat* availability. Call
8280464. Also taking group
reservations for 2003/2004.
Large rooms, appliances, porch.

Waahar - Kenmce, compact.
excellent condition (l pen, $500).
$200 Dryer . Whirlpool, stackable.
small to medium sized. $60. Call
5742306.

Room In Townfteuee • Available for
next semester. E-mail Anthony.
diciccae#>jmu edu for more
information. Very flexible, under
$300/month.

HELP WANTED

Sfona Oat* SuW.t/raha Leeee
waiM-m closet bathroom Available
now 5404056847

FOR SALE
• Piece Pearl Drum Set • -set"
double pedal, mepw snare. Paiste
sytnbals, $2,700 Contact Gavin.
540-887 2861

Bartender Trainee* Nuded - $250
a day potential Local positions
1 800-293-3985. e.t 215.
Weltreseee Needed • Apply at
Jess' Lunch. Must be available
to work lunches. Sophomores
and Juniors preferred.
6 Pun sales PoetthMS • open at
Valley Ma". $« - $28/hour. Must
have outgoing, fun personality.
Sales experience a plus. Call
4371038.

FLEXIBLE
STUDENT WORK
$9.25 Guaranteed Appt.
PT or FT Rations
Scholarships/
Interns welcome

Heaeltallty/Merhatlng Mejore •
Ftoubte hours, IS 20 hours. Hotel
sales. Fox resume 433-9494.

Earn income while
focusing on classes

Teterrterkeemg • WM Train - Up to
$18.50 per hour, salary and
commission, p.m. shift, must haw
pleasant voice. For initial Interview
appfy in person 4:00 p.m. sharp,
Mon. Thur. al 76 West Water
Street. Harnsonburg. VA.
$1,500 Weefcty Potential - mil ng
our circulars Free information Cai
2036830203.
DJ'a Weeded - Experience required
Pleese call Fun Zone Skating
Center. 4331834.
Iietle Dancers Wanted ■
excellent pay and benefits. Call
Kevm. 246-5047 or Maw. 607O433

Fraternities • Sororities
Clubs • Student Groups
Earn $1,000 -$2,000 this
semester with a proven
CsmpusFundraiser 3 hour
fAindrsiatng event.
Our 11 rug re mi make
fundralilng Ml) -1th no rltki.
Fundrsiting dshts sre filling quickly.
so get with the program! Ii works.
Contact Ctnvpui Fundraiser
■t See-«2J.323I. or visit
www ttimpuifiindratirrwm

Some conditions apply
coltegdnccmcaxn
414-145-OMO

SERVICES
Minority Career Day • October 22.
9 am. 3 p.m.. Chariottetviiie
Omni Hotel. Over 100 employers
will be in attendance. Sponsored
by UVA; students must provide
their own transportation. Find out
more al www.tirglrUa.90v/~car9ar
or by omexing siroc*am*>)rTHi.ed«j.
Long Olotaaee S.I (Hti/
minute . No fees. No 10-10. Call
1-866-366-3489
httpv/besiratas Iscooi net

TRAVEL
• 1 Spring Iraak Oparatorl
Awesome deals on pac-agaa with
'ree meal plans for Cancun &
Jamaica. Book by October 31st
Call ua today, 1 806-273 2500
www vedjabondtours. com
At Laell Spring Break la Nearl
BOOM before Nov. 6th. Free moats.
parties. 2 free tnpe, lowest pneee.
Coll 1-800-426-7710
www sonsp/aenfounj. com

«1 Serlng lit* Vacatlonel 110*
best prices! Mexico, Jamaica.
Bahamas. Florida. Texas. Book now
and receive free parlies and
meals. Campus reps wanted'
1*00-234 7007
ertdle4ssummdrtours.com

cAftcMA • Aanuo • mm
mm* • fuwoA

HAUNTED
DUNGEON

W.rtl.ol Spring Breakers! Si V
wants to send you on Sonng Qnaak
2003 to Cancun. AcapuKo. Mazatlan.
lamaca or the Banamaa tor free1 Can
now si 1-80O70S4786 or email at
satoseHurKoastvacatlonscom.
HI Early ftpoclelel Spring Break
Bahamas party cruisel 5 days
$2991 Includes meals, parties'
Awesome beaches, nightlife!
Departs from Florida! Oat group go 'reel spnrffx9akrrav9l.com
1-8006786386
JMU Spring Break Are you Oo-ig?
Then go Direct! Book now and get
guaranteed lowest pnee, free meals,
and free Insurance! Campus reps
wanted' Organize some friends l/eve" free! Vre have nero customer
complaints!
1 800 367 1252
www spnngbreeW*ect .com
Act Nowl GuarantM tKi bMl
spring break prices' South Pedre.
Cancun. Jamaica. Bahamas.
AcapuKo. Florida, and Mardigras
Travel free, reps needed, earn
$$$ Group discounts for 6*. Call
1888-THINHSUN (1-888844*578
dept 2626.)
www.spf mgbreakdJacounrs.com
Spring Break 2003 • is now
sponsored by Student Express1
Csncun. Acapuico. Mazatian.
Jamaica, Bahamas. Souin Padre.
Las Vegas, Florida, and lbi».
BOON early and get free meals!
Student Express sponsors the
best parties and is now hiring
salaried Salespeople. Campus
Reps, and On-nte Staff. Contact
www studente'press com or 1-800787-3787 for details.

Citizens for Shenandoah
Is host in g the

Ulll CAW, W Pttl!

00*4t.4f4»
IJH,
Spring
Break
3003 with
StudantCtty-coml ft/trip air. hotel,
free food and 150% lowest price
guarantee! Reps wanted! Organize
15 friends, earn 2 free trips. VIP
treatment, cash and prizes to
promote StudentCity.com> Cal
1-800-203 1445 or e-mail
salesS>studentclty.com todeyl
HI tarry Sprang Brea* liicldal
Cancun & Jamaica Irom $429'
Free breakfast, dinners 4 parties!
Award winning companyl Group
leaders fee! Florida vacations from
$1491 scingOfea»fravel com
1-8006786386

Oct 25th. 26th and
Halloween Night!
COO admaaooi Take Rl 33
E«i Turn WI en RL 602 »
Shenandoah Haunted DMfm
low an u< Sura. Shenandoah
NOTICE
for men inftf maljua and
IHItUKr regarding the
imajMion ot fiiuncmf ruvmrv.
if^xnuiMa. nm thr
Beller Businru Bureau. Inc.
I-NM1MMI

ADVERTISE IN
THE BREEZi
CLASSIFIED ADS!
$3.00 for the first 10 words

PERSONALS

J2 00 for each add I 10 words

Homecoming Accommodation* S100 for 2 nighla, bed and
breakfast, private bath, close to
campus 540-434-7152.

Block ads are SlO'inch

SkyeTve! One day first Tandem
skydlves from 2 1/2 miles up!
22 Jumper aircraft JMU student
discounts! Call 1-877-348-3759
(ST7-DIVESKY)
www.skyd/veorange.eom

(VISA or MasterCard)

Now accepting
credit cards!

Place your ad today!
568-6117

HAVE A GREAT
FALL BREAK/

Due to Fall Break, we will not be publishing an issue of The Breeze on Monday.
Our next issue will be Thursday, October 24, 2002.

YELLOW CAB
• Radio Dispatched
• Service to all major airports
Wheelchair accessible vehicles

•Prompt, Courteous Service*

c

KcbUMcb

24 Hours a day, 7 days a week • Very flexible, pan lime positions available

SKYDIVE!
One day first jumps, and a staff dedicated to keeping you and
your fellow JMU students skydiving at SKYDIVE ORANGE

Freefall almost a minute
from 2 1/2 miles high
from our 22 Jumper

H$#

aircraft on your first skydivel

1(877) 34*3759

to The Breeze for the
position of

((877) DIVE-SKY)

(540) 943-6587
Complete information is on:

JMU Student Discounts

RESUMES

www.skydiveorange.com

HEAVENLY HAM
182 NcffAvc., Harnsonburg
Behind Wnl-Man at the Valley Mall
434-5700; 434-5011 (fax)

Ham and Much More!
Eat-In
Party Platters
Take-Out
Tailgating

$1«> off Box Lunch
■
1

Expires: 11/9/02
Valid in Harrisonburg store only
Not valid on deliveries or with other offers.

Advertise
THEttBREEZE

by October 25th
Questions?
Contact Gail
Chapolini or
Lauren Kinelski
568-6127
The Breeze is located in the basement of Anthony Seeger.

201 THE BREEZE I THURSDAY,

OCT.

17, 2002

Reserve What You Deserve!
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Now accepting
reservations for the
2003-2004 schoool year!
Fe (over 45 c
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